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Muslims, Jews
celebrate while
sitting in class

Bill proposed
to help citizens
and businesses
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Classes weren't canceled on
Friday, but that didn't stop IS
nior Scott Brorh from heading
home tor Rosh Hashanah.
One thing Brody tried to do
each year during Rosh Hashanah
was to sneak out of the temple
service, which he said could go
on (or (our hours. Me was taught
many times and had added guilt
piled oil top of him.
"Jewish mothers have a particular knack for laving on guilt,
Brody said.
When the sun set last Friday,
Jews worldwide celebrated the
beginning of the new vear, Rosh
Hashanah, which literally means
"Head of the Year," Brody* said
Compared to the bacchanalian
Gregorian, the new vear. Rush
Hashanah is time tor families
come together to prav lor a good
new vear .ind to "wipe the slate
clean," said Brody.
Brody doesn't really consider himself a very religious
person, but he said httlMDMUn
lO respect the holiday now ih.u
he's older I his weekend, Brody

uFasting helps
you focus in a
way no other
way can.
— S Will K

MANSUR

Student Muslim AlHG president

went to his home in Herndon to
be with his family for the new

rear
Rosh Hashanah was not the
only hohd.H that began tins

weekend.
For the next month Samlet
M.nisur, senior tlnd president of

the Student Muslim Assot latton,
will have to abstain fn>m eating,
drinking, smoking and having
sex between sun up and sun
down — everv dav Mansur said
he'll CIO his best, though.
Ramadan is a month-Ion,;
holiday, during which Muslim's
worldwide celebrate the revelation of the Koran to the Prophet
Mohammed on top <>t Mount
Aira. Mansui said it was easier
to practice Ramadan when he
lived m Pakistan and Bangle
desh, where the populations are
predominantly Muslim
"In college it becomes a
little more difficult," he said
"But it adds greater merit to
lasting '
I hroughout the month, Mansur said it la I eoal for Muslims
to have read the entire Koran
He s.nd the Koran holds List

mg in high regard

iPods may cause hearing loss
BY LAUREN SF.AKSON
filer

Although MP3 players sre said to be
peoples personal soundtracks, their effects
are not music to their ears.
Diane Schwalbaih. an sudlologist for
Audmlogv Associates o| Harrtsonburg,
said that ll the rate some voung people
are using MP3 earplugs. the\ could suiter
significant hearing loss h\ age 25. meaning their normal conversation How will be
interrupted.
She and her associate. Scott Murray,said
the statistic used to be that one in three \\\year-olds had significant hearing problems

1 in 4 females
afflicted on
Madison campus
in Asm i v HofKINS

contributing wrilet
One in four girls st |Ml hai
an eating disorder.
While this number is relic
tive ot statistics estimating that

tvai no other wai can "

3 to 20 percent ol females and i

I id ends the month-long
last of Ramadan, which Mart
BUT said looks like ( hristmas In
the morning, families go to the

to 7 percent ol males m college
are afflicted. BCCordlng to IML's
Health ( enter V\eb site, it is
nonetheless .1 CSUSC ol alarm lor
students ^n,i medical practitio
ners alike.
Kathrvn Eck, s psycholog)
graduate Student, knows the
emotional implications thai come
with an eating disorder, as one ot
her friends w as once admitted to
a treatment fad lit) tor anorexia
tor .1 number ol H eefu
l was allowed to go see her
once," l'k said "She was ntall)
embarrassed to be there and told
me she w ished I hadn t . ome At

mosque to pray, but after that
there's gift giving and testiv IHeS
families go trom house to house
feasting on various foods and
1
is. he said.
Until then, Mansur has to
wait until sundown before he
tan eat. drink and do anv thing
else He said in the next tew
■ • an Ramadan will be pushed
up further in the vat. Into the
summer, when the days are lon-

cells that stimulate nen es In the brain. I v pi
i a I activities, such as using MIM ear ph.
going tO movies or driving with loud musn
I .\n destroy these hall tells, w hit h don't regenerate these factors afreet different
ot the cells, which cause people to lose their
.IIMIit v to understand particular parts of

speei h
■ HI \h ;.//< ;

Eating disorders
common at JMU

it deanses

spiritually and inenlallv
The act Of tasting helps you
locus on a goal, ' Mansur said
I i ting helps you toe us m a

but it is becoming more ol an issue w ith
school age children — IS percent ol which
are show mg hearing loss
Our ears are one ot the most sensitiv e
organs in the human bodv." Murrav said
I he ear consists Ol 30,000 to 50,000 hair

ter lots oi uncomfortable silence
and small talk, I lett, leehng as
though I h.id made a mistake.

Man) years later, though, ihe told
me how much it meant to her that
I made the effort to v isit her and
to continue our friendship."
I here are a vast number ot
health problems SBSOCiated with
eating disorders that run trom
liver damage to Infertility, and
rdlac arrest
On campus, the Health * en
ter, the (. ounsehng MU\ Student
Development tenter and stop
fating and Exercising Disorders
provide students with the help
thev need to get on the road to
recover) Off campus, hospitals.
eating disorders specialists and
I2-Step organizations are available to help those In need
' I he biggest obstacle was the
fat t that their problem became

the elephant In the room," I«k
Mid "When someone won't admit thai thev have a problem, it
makes it impossible to talk about
II give advice 01 help the person

find help
wt DISORDER j

■

Fun Facts
- iPods can
reach decibel
levels of 123
-The time limit
for a 100
decibels is 1
hour
- Concerts can
be as loud as a
125 decibels

IAN
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The average college student
is very busy and has many
things to think about: classes,
jobs, assignments and clubs.
The last thing on any college
students' mind is probably a
natural disaster.
In 2005, Hurricane Katnna
swept through New Orleans,
displacing thousands overnight
and creating between $40 billion and $60 billion worth ot
propertv damage to insurers.
The added strain that natural disasters put on commercial
businesses and private residences can adequately affect the
ability for people to pay for that
coverage, leaving many uninsured and at greater risk
( onset|uentlv, Carolyn Malonev (D-N.l I submitted to the
congressional Committee on
Financial Services a bill proposing to enact a Federal program
to provide for the reinsuring of
state national disaster insurance
ims. Entitled, "Natural
Catastrophe Insurance Act of
2005." the act proposes that the
federal government grant aid to
those affected by a wide range of
natural disasters, ranging from
windstorms to earthquakes I he
bill will also provide a wav lor
people to get back tin their feet,
while Irving to eliminate the
bureaucratic red tape of government agencies like FEMA.
So far, there is no date set in
the near tuture tor congressional voting on the bill
11 Rocklngham Hall burnt
down, sophomore Alex Alanf
would be "pissed." lb get his
life back in order, he would
have to get a |ob and repurchase everv thing, he said His
greatest loss would be ins lap*

top.
"I would lose all mv saved
information fand| have to use a
school computer,*1 Alaril said
"I wouldn't be able to continue
MY DAMAGE. pa$r 4
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Drunk in public

Underage possession of alcohol

A non-student was dunged u ith drunk in public .it Potomac Hall Sept 15 at 2:18 am

A non-student was charged with underage possession o(
alcohol in Rockingham Hall Sept. ihat 12:32 a.m.

Brian Hjn%rn
|ohn<.jllr

Drunk in public, underage pusMsskm of alcohol

Alldi MMi

Main Telephone:
(540)568-6127

A non-student was chanted with drunk in public and
underage possession ol alcohol In Ihe ( airier I Ibrary
.ir.'.i Sept. I" .it 142a.m.

A|MU student was charged with underage possession ol
alcohol in P-Lot Sept. 17 at 2:19 ajn.
Underage possession of alcohol, alcohol
violation

(540)568-6127
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7ne Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings
and
distributed throughout
James Madison University and
the local Harnsonburg community. Comments and complaints should be addressed to
Matthew Stoss, editor

juana and underage possession ol alcohol In Weavei
Hall Sept. 17 at 2:10 a.m.
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Larceny

Kttgi-r Socnkten

A (ML employee reported the theft ol a Green Prolux
vacuum deaner, valued .it $399, stolen from .i housekeeping ckwei in White Hall between Sept 11 .ii I p.m.
and Sepl 12 al 7:30 .i.m.
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IML students were charged w Ith underage possession of
alcohol and an alcohol violation .it Milestone Drive and
Port Republic Road Sept. 16 at 12:40 a.m.

News Desk:
(540)568-8041
breezenews@hotmail. com

A |ML student was charged with underage possession
Ol alcohol and an alcohol violation inMcGraw-l ong Hall
Sepl I7.it 12:4" a.m.

Arts and Entertainment
Desk:

Obscene conduct

A IML student was charged with underage possession ol
A |MU student was charged with obscene conduct in alcohol and an alcohol violation in Dingledme I l.ill Sept.
Wampler I l.ill Sept 18at I a.m.
21 .11 12:11a.m.
Possession of marijuana, drug violation

Gil Harrison

I Ml students were charged with possession of marihiana
and a drug violation .it Sonner li.iii Sepl 19 al 9M p.m.
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A IML student was charged with underage possession
ot alcohol and a drug violation in Rockingham Hall Sept.
Possession of marijuana, underage pos- I" ,it &09 a.m.
session of alcohol
Number of drunk in publics since Aug. 28:8
IML students were charged with possession »>t mari- Number of parking tickets since Aug. 28: 2,089
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CLASSIFIEDS

MAILING ADDRESS

MISSION

■ How to place a classified: Go to kvwvv.fhebreeze.org and click on the classified link or come into the office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
■ Cost: $5.00 for the first 10 words, S3 for each additional 10 words: boxed
classified. $10 per column inch.
■ Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday
issue.
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance in The Breeze office.

The Breeze
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC6805
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, Virginia
22807
Phone:(540)568-6127
Fax: (540) 568-6736

The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James
Madison University, serves student and faculty
readership by reporting news involving the campus and local community. The Breeze strives to be
impartial and fair in its reporting and firmly believes
in its First Amendment rights.

Teach for America

DUKE DAYS

CISAT Mini-conference

I lure will be .i leach for America Information Session tonight
.ii 8 p, in In the Sonner Greatroom, A leach tor America alumnus will be present to share his experience and explain how to
Red Cross Blood Drive
apply to this organization Contact jmuttadifonmerica9^mail
IML s t atholii Campus Ministry is sponsoring a Ked ( rn~ith an) questions «r visit the Web site al (cactytrnmrrtai
Itlood Drive toda) front 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. It will be at the i c. \1 org
House located .11 1052 S. Main si. next to Mike's-Mart Donors
and volunteers are needed. All .ire welcome and tree i-shirts Senior Class Challenge
will be given tor all who mme out Contact Keara I Indian al ihe Madison ( lasst hallenge is looking for dedicated, dynamUiuhtkg with an) questions
i. and motivated seniors to serve as < hallenge! aptalnsforthe
2007 c hallenge Information sessions will bo held tonight at 8
Fall Career Fair
p.m. in laylor Hall room 305, or luesday, Sepl 2<- al 8 p.m. in
mi< \d> isingand i areer Development will hold its Fall the Allegheny Room in the Festival Center. Visit/mu edu/modii areer I air toda) in the Festival ( eminence and Student Cen- sonchattengt tor more information.
ter Grand Ballroom from 1 to t> p.m. Lome dressed in professional attire and bring several copies oi your resume. I Ins is Mack and Latino Fraternities and Sororities 1(11
.1 Kre.it opportunit) to meel potential employers and explore students interested In joining .1 historjcaU) Black or Latino
|ob opportunities. For more information, visit jut
Greek-lettered fraternity or sororit) can learn about all oi the
rttrfoU
organizations on campus tomorrow al 8 p.m. in laylor Hall,
room Ids During this meeting, attendees can learn about the
MI.K Celebration Planning
culture oi these organizations, learn about the membership inI he c enter tor Multicultural Student Services in\ ites students take process and the COSl Ol joining meet the members ot tile
to participate In Ihe planning ol the universit) programs and IML chapters Foi more' information, contact Kim lurner al
events Involved with the Ml K ( elebrarJon. All ol the events
or lurnerkd.
are planned In students, with the hop,, oi uniting the IML
and local communit) 'students interested m planning and Relay for Fife
I eing the programs and event! lor this celebration can Kel.n lor I ire unites students to attend .1 team captain and
attend an interest meeting tonight or tomorrow night in mis. member interest meeting Tuesday, Sept. 26 at 7 p.m. in ISAT,
room o2ii" from 7 to B p m ( ontacl jamnjjot imil3U lor more room 159 rhe committee interest meeting will follow at 8 pm
information,
Students ma) participate on both a team and a committee.

Events Calendar

mi NELSON
INSTITUTE
ntin

iftt

CISAT International and the lnleriiatioii.il Partnership lor I a

Gonave will host a mini-conference on Friday, Sepl 29 from
8:30a.m. to 5 p.m. The mornine. session will focus on the I \
Millennium Development Goals and the afternoon session
will focus on applying those goals to work on the Island of La
Gonave In Haiti. All faculty, staff and students are united to
attend the mini-conteronce and to be part ol the project in Haiti. All attendees must register in advance For more Information on the conference, visit the ( ISA! international Web site
at coal \mu*iulinttrMtionalltvtnts him or e-mail Man lai i al
II Sarah O'Connor al oconnosh.
Film Screening
Filmmakers and life partners I uane Beck and Kim Clark are
bringing their movie "God Js I lays Bridging the Gap" toJMl
as part ot a tour through the marriage-debate states to offer an
intimate look into the lives ol people raised m Christian homes
and who Struggle, knowing or fearing, their homosexual path.
The screening is tree and open to Ihe public, I he screening will
be Wednesday Sept. 27 in HHS 1301 ai s p.m. followed b) .1
i|uestion-andaiiswer session, ( onla.l Sarah Wilson al Mini or
(540)JMU-LGB1 (568-5428) for more information

International Festival
Volunteers are needed for the annual International Festival,
which lakes place Saturday, Sepl 30 from 12 to 6 p.m. and
includes food, music, dancing, art, languages, vendors and
more volunteers can sign up In Wilson Hall, room 204, at the
Communit) Service-Learning office, for more Information,
visit (mu tdu/al
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Women not as
drawn to science

Around Campus
India focus of this year's
International Week

ol

|ML's annual calibration
world cultures kuks olt

m KFI n MASOM
contributing writer

Monday at rw»m on the commons. IntiTTi.itmn.il Week, with

According to some, the
scientific world has .1 serious
lack ot estrogen.

the theme. "From Bombay to
Mumbai: A Changing India,"
will otfer a glimpse ol the
south-Asian nation through
films, music, lectures and cultural fairs held .il |MU Monday
thnnigh Friday Sept. 25 to 29.
For mot! information and

1 he National Kt sdemiea
published a Sept. IK article
addressing the issue ot women's presence in the iields of
math and science, and how
gender bias has posstbl)

a day-by-day schedule, visit
the International rrograms'
I Week Web site at fmu fthtl

mternalionnl/mrek.

affected their turnout.
lhe article said in 20111,
women accounted tor one-

Planning for upcoming
MLK Celebration begins

fifth ol the nation's identlfh
and technical workers
Currently, |ML s student
body is hi percent female,

affects the representation 01
females in classes, spedfical!)
silence claSSCS

programs and events for this
ycai iMLK( elebratton. Each
yeai c MSS hosts .t varietj ol
events to celebrate the lite and
accomplishments ol I >r Martin
Luther King, |r
Anyone who is interested

she

lunior Ashley StOUtC said
has more females than

males in her sdeni e classes. "I
attribute it to the population
Ol |ML. she said
Louise temple, head ol the
biolog) department, echoed
Stoute s observations
I here

can attend an informational
meeting on either Mond.n or
nwaday at 7 p.m. in HHS
0209,

lends to be more female biolo-

In the Valley

time undergraduate male students and hw-i undergraduate
female students m fall 2005,
according
statistics
trom

gy majors than male at |\1L ."
|MU'a College ot Science and
Mathematics had 4*7 full

Local woman dies
from climbing accident

Rocks, the Daily Nrm-Jtaorri
reported yeatsraaj
Amanda |ov C raw lord. 24.
fell to her death while climbing

at the Nelson Rocks Preserve.
Crawford unhooked the
safeties from the guide win
in order to proceed around a
tree* but she nusetepped end
tell from I nnk ledge approximately !^l fed to the ground
below

World & Nation
Wildfire threatens
residential communities
OjAl.Calif.— l-irehghters
battled to keep | three •weak
old wildfire from moying
toward homes at the edge
ot the I.os Cadres National
forest, the Nf» V"A Haws
reported yesterday.
I ate Saturday, authorities urged the evacuation ol
about 3tMI houses end .i C0l<
lege east ot Ojai. The order
w.is voluntary and came
alter tiene Santa Ana winds
blew embers put the lines
of the bla/e, igniting at least
tWO spot" tires

Ml says radicalism
fueled by war in Iraq
According to Sunday's
bri Times, the classified National Intelligence
Estimate attributes a more
direit role to the Iraq war in
fueling radicalism than that
presented either in ntCtnl

white House documents or In
a report released Wednesday
by

the

House

Intelligence

( ommittee
l he Intelligence estimate,
completed in April, is the
first formal appraisal ol global terrorism b\ I S intelligence agen- H-s snue the Iraq
war began
Woman kills pregnant
mother and children

ST. LOUIS, 111. - rhree
young children were round
dead Saturday, hours alter
a woman was charged with
killing their pregnant mother and her fetus in a grisl\
attack m which her womb
was cut open. Lhe Washington
POtf reported \ eslerday.
lhe |W0 DO) I, ages 7 ,uul
2, and their 1-year-old sister
were found in arj spartmenl
m the Bast st I ouis pubin housing »omplea where
their mother h\ed

pK med and nursing
lhe
said "It used tO be maledominated,
but now
it's

changing."
lhe greater number of
female students .it IMI 1 an
account tor the im re.ised
female
classes,
teaches
Science,"

KVAN 1>V SON phmo editw
Senior Grot Pollock holds a political Intervention near the Quad Thursday afternoon

Taking a stand
■v RACHANA
Httm editor

DIXIT

IMI s Office
Research.
1 lowever,
numbers are
Ol students,

ol Institutional
though female
higher in terms
facult) differs

Institutional Research shows
that out oi facult) members In
IMi s *. ollege ot Science and
Mathematics, 7s were males
-and*i>nly 42 were females in
fall 200S

representation
in
but
temple,
who
"Gendei Issues m
believes more needs

to be done to attempt to draw
women tO the fields
1 goo
to dram women to»thc
the -science
field would be to recogni/e

according to statistics from
IMI si jffice ol Admissions'
Web site. I Ins fact great!)

The
i enter
for
Multicultural Student Services
is faking lor students tO nartiapate in the planning ol

A
Winchester
woman
was killed on Ihursdav m a
climbing accident near Seneca

But Stoute said she thinks
things are 1 nan
"There is more female
interest in the sciemes like

women tor their work

and

accomplishments
'Women, and men too,
need to start the trend for
nominations and promotions
ol women," she said.
I hey
need Iospe.il up Men sn.imes
are the names recognized, but
we nv\\ to point out what
women are doing and get them
the recognition tnej deserve.
I he National \cademies
article blames gender bias
tor women's lower level ol
involvement in the fields on
the national level
temple
said
while
surveying girls in her Gender
Issues class, she found that
approximate!) nine out ol ID
girls had a bad experience
in school wheK they were
told the) were not good at
something.
she believes this is g problem. If you tell them the) are
not good at something, then
the) ma) not try." temple
s.ud. "but it you tell them they
Can >io anything, then they
will he encouraged An^l go ^n
to try to do something.''

about Islam. Several effigies ot President Bush
andOnamabin litdcn have also been burned

since Sept 11.
Instead ol crowding into a dining hall for
his lunch break, senior Greg Pollock spent
two hours of the 1 hursday afternoon lunch
rush walking around, sporting a neon-yellow
sandwich board, that said "Bum their effigies
in effigy"
Pollock also held up a small effigy with the
word "effigy" written on it in black marker.
An effigy, a representation of a specific person,
is often burned in protest to another person's
actions.
But Pollock's effigy, instead of targeting a
specific person, was a *^reprcserrtation."lt
stands for itself," Pollock said
Recently. Muslims in Pakistan burned an
effigy of Pope Benedict XVI in response to the
Pope's speech, in which he quoted a Byzantine
emperor who had made negative remarks

Polkxk, however, wants people to avoid
that way of thinking 'Hiis is mv attempt to
raw- the issue," he said.
1 le said the burning ot effigies is centered
amund the idea ot philosophical idealism, in
whiih violence is incited in the name of an
idea. But ntuals like these may incite \ 1
between people in the name ol an abstract ideal.
"Ihat ntual of viok*nce |ust perpetuates
violence," Pollock said "We do thai t« - CM lie .1
•Qdal sense of who we are."
Instead, Pollock advocated to "look at real
people instead of ideas of violence."
1 le said he hopes to stage mow political
interventions like this one before he graduates.
Afterward, he said, "I told people1 want to be
I revolutionary hither that, or I have to go to
grad school."

A'MIHI 11
Students listen during Scott Paulson's University Physics III
class Friday afternoon.

Baker addresses Middle Colleges
Eastern conflict, media cut early
decision
»\ JORDAN FIMIIKBURK
lontributtny wntet

\s the tirst in I line ol speakers tor the
I ML Guardian Lecture Series, Israeli senior
foreign press coordinator David Baker presented 1 lecture centered around Israels

«i KAMI GAAP
cotitribut ■

constant struggle to create fair reporting
in the Inreign media lor both sides ot the

Tkt

Middle Baal conflict
lhe lecture,
lhe Other Middle East
Conflict: Israel and the Battle lor the Media and
World Opinion. v\as held last l\ednesd.iv

Highei

Ed

more minority and low-income students
to applv.
hromclt reported approximately

affairs in the countr)
I he recent battles in Lebanon In Auguat
provided the perfect examples tor Maker to
demonstrate the biased reporting.

two-fifths oi applicants are admitted
earh
Students such as Kelh ». arr, ,1 freshman
.u IMI
liked the earh decision option
"I liked knowing that I was accepted
b) plat es in i tecembei rather than wait me,
until the spring," she s.ud
On the Other \\.\r\A, it could dimmish

"Much ot the reporting Irom the
I ebanete border area, in my opinion, was
faulty and distorted," Baker s.ud
He added, "I ^<> have i serious gripe
about the refusal ol so many In the foreign
media to even remotelv COVCI genuine
Israeli suffering and pain '
Bakers lecture also touched upon the

the stress level ot applicants and their
families and allow them to a< tu.illv find a
good tii \s |ennifer * ioodhart ■» freshman
at Harvard University, said
A lot ol
guidance officers advise students to 'play
the game' by applying earl) when the
rates ol acceptance are highei
"she added.
So, eliminating earl)

man) obstacles the Israeli medli faces
when trying to .ombat terror.
It is natural lor the journalist to be
draw n tO the weak " Haker Mid
it is hard tot ompetc w ith the pictures
ot the Israeli tank on the move or the
house ot terrorists being demolished In

BAKE*

'

earl)
decision
from
its
sdmissions
process lhe office ol admissions hopes
this move will allow the Opportunit) tor

Baker ivories tor the Israeli prime minister and is in charge ot the puhlu announcements Israel must make on the state ol

thehlghl) competitive business ol rVand
news reporting, the better and more vivid
picture slwayi wins."

1

reported that In the fall ol 2007, Harvard,
America's oldest university, will drop

,.1 PHOTOGKAPH^ M K\ l< I s
David Baker addressed Issues In media coverage of the
Middle East conflict last Wednesday evening.

action will gel rid ol thai strategic,
intimidating fat tor
I Ither wav, it Will take .1 while before
other universities join Harvard in this
de. is|,in

I'll ISIOA
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BAKER:
Discusses
everyday
Israeli life
BAKER. hompa&3
B.iki-r pointed out the diitieult) ol the tear Israelis face in
everyday lite through pictures
He also said that people listening to the media don't hear
what brought about the Israeli
reapOIUMj BUCh SS the m.im
terrorist threats the) receive
"Since there are no pictures, then there is no BtOT) to
Ml
Baker said.
But meanwhile, (hat Israeli tank is making its third lap around the
Palestinian village to tr\ to
stop another terrorist plot."
Following the speech, the
floor was opened up tor an
extensive question-and-ansu ei
session. Most questions regarded recent news items Involving
the Israelis and Baker's reaction to thoSC stones
However, there were also a
few questions debating Israel's
Stance with Palestine and whv

Israel is lighting its neighbors
"We have I problem with
not letting nn daughter go
onto the bus, going downtown
and walking through the eit)
ot her birth.' Baker said
When asked how Baker
would like the media to change,
he said,
I tvanl them to ask
questions that delve into the
verv «ore ot the Conflict and
not to suffice to a very superficial covering ot the issue, and
use the ien ices that we offer"

Online priests
offer advice
■> TRAC-V WIIMNKM
USJ AJMB|B| link*-

flooded with thousands ol eat-

ROME — Is making out
with youl girllnend .1 sin1 Will
remained

divorced

If you read
anything this year,

Catholics

ever be slowed to take Communion? Is the devil real?
These are tvptcal questions
.1 prJCSl might near anv time
trom lus p.»nshioners. But l:ather
t-.ianfraneo f-algan and a lai)*e
group of associates are fiekhng
these queries in a venue that's
more virtual than spintual - the
Internet
Crossing theokigv with cyberspace, I'nests CavLim answers parishioners' inquietudes

with downloacb oi advice snd
Catholic guidance.
I he HW< site appears k) be
quite popular In.m1r.111t dedfal
ing church attendance, the site s
traffic has nearh tripled SBUI it
was launched a IBM yean ago, its
manager-s,i\
"We du not want to substitute personal contact" Fstgari
sssd But this Mfeb she does al
low us to lx- svausbk to those
who have difficulty turning to
B pnest in the flesh. People ma)
be abk- to say things that they
would not daieas] tos prjesi m

psnon.
The Roman Catholic ChurcK
an 1 nst 1 tutu HI sifting atop XU1I
years ot history has embraced
modem-day technology. I'helate
Pope John Paul II was known to
use a laptop computer, and he
had an e-mail address that was

read The Breeze.

well messages dunng his final
illness
John Paul warned that misuse of the Internet
to spread
hatred or pornography, tor example — could do "untold harm,"
but that the technokigy WSJ also
a valuable tool for spreading the

Goapd
Visitors ti» the Italian-Ian
BSJSSBI futh'tilmeit can post a
rrBSSBBae li «r all to read or send

.1 msaeaea dbtctrj to one of

Added bonuses:

mon- nan Ht*i pnesls who have
signed up ID part innate. I'henis no public ch.it mom Onh lha
pneaai can respond and it's always in private.
Nor does the V\oh site allow
confessions, lalgansaid,because
the ConStBBBOn is .onsidered a
sacrament and must be ci*iduded in piTson and in absolute
omhdentialil\
Otherwise, |ust about any

1. Twice a week circulation.
2. Its foxy.
3. Its free.

topic is fair game, lalgan. who
lien Bill tin- Web site with the
L>> Angdm //»ws bv (what else)
I'-mail, said the dominant themes
include "ciiuHional and sexual

aspects" >'t nissitssT questions
about wh) BO mudi suffenng
exists in the world >»K1 how ami
why the ihunli chooses Hs poh
dsa
"It is not possible to live by
the o. minuter," he said "(Air
site is like ,i pause, iHir objective
to favor contact with the church,
BSpedaP) among the thousands
of peopk' who constantly crowd
the w«i>

DISORDERS: Dietitian credits media

DECISION: JMU says early action
applicants don't have advantage
DECISION, from pa^e 3
Despite Harvard's beliefs,
[MX will continue to use earlv
action in their admissions
process). rhiS allows students
to appK bv Nov. I and be
accepted b\ nud-januarv.
It is non-binding, unlike
earlv decision, which requires
the student
to attend
if

admitted.
From JML's pool ot earl]

applicants, it still seems to
stress for that anxious

action,
approximately
60
percent are deferred until the
regular admission decision
Of that W) percent. 40 per. ent
M ere eventually admitted
Although |ML claims that

high school senior camping
out b\ the mailbox.
"Earl) B4 tion lories vou to

earl) action applicants have
no advantage over regular

DiSOKDBMS, from from

entertainment and professional work
But,
Alarif said there's "no use m crying over
spilled milk."
Alex Adjei, director of JMl s Off-Campus
life, hosts "Apartment 101," a program designed to ease the transition trom living on
campus to off campus
Ad|ei explained that if students are COflSid
ering moving ofl campus, then thev must be

aware «'t the Isaac and the Insurance policies
that the^ sign
I eases .ire leg.ill\ binding tontNuts," Ad-

single out your top choice
I loodhaii said. Without that.
I think people would view all
of their possible schools more

mat tru- nmtot Ins eating caaofdar psoblem lea in the
media's louealstti portrayal «t women.

equal I)

"Lntortun.itelv tlvn* is ixit eumgh »»l a tnisi in
tin- media to gel 'nonnal-si/eil people on I V,' ssJd
I imla Mornson, a ieg|BSsred cucuusn at Roctdngham

ALL
TUNE
LUBE

jei s.ud
And H hen entered into one, \ ou must
follow it exactly.*

Ad|ei recommends purchasing insurance
"It is a good idea, we make it a point to be
Covered and it is a verv important issue ton
cerning the students "
The Virginia Residential I and lord ai
ant Act protects the tenant from unfair rental
ents bv requiring that all tenants be Insured either through the landlord's rental or
security deposits, or through a third party in
surance company and restricting the amount to
no greater than the sum ot two months' rent.

r,.l

onl) type ol hearing loss that
is preventable "

able on the Internet, thev SB)
people are listening to MlMs
longer
"I listen to my iPod to help
kill the time, W huh adds up to
about one to tWO hours e\ ST)

She said there have been
several studies on the loudness level ot V1IM plawrs

1 on* erts are also sttrib*
Uted to hearing loss Murrav

"People try to block out
noises at loud levels.' she
said, "But the more noise

said concerts can be as loud as
125deuhels VMn-n people's
ears ring, it indicates that hair

you're In, the less time you

* ells have been destroj ed
Hearing will return to normal
the lirst time, but as ton. ert

can spend '
Senior (Catherine Daniels is
a student \\ ho uses her IPod
while walking to «lass as well
as in the gym
'Sometimes I "ish the volume was louder on mv IPod,
beta use the loud musu helps
me stay pumped .luring rm
H orkout." she laid
Everyday noises ire
measured on a loudness sod..
which now have standards for
time limits at these levels. An

MP3 player on Bverags i an
be 118to I25dedbels, which
is |ust above noises sut h as
construction drilling or a babv

crying
1 he audiologista sat that
the time limit tor 1IH) decibels
is one hour Halt ot the MP3
volume is 90 det ibela, which
onl) takes folll hours before

damage oci urs Due to the
large amount ol musk avail-

i fardels said

attendance m* reasea, it does
not go back.
Murray said hs recently
treated a 21-vear-old patient
who had an amplifier in his
1 si and 1 latmed his girlfriend
plaved loud musu
He had hearing loss
equivalent lo a World War II
veteran, Murray said
Sitting through a two-hour
movie can cause damage due
to the loudness and "shot k
value* the theaters want the
audien.e to experience.

540.4331179
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in peoples ears that blot k
outside noises so the volume
does not need to be Increased.
I he volume » an be sel to halt

SJC.90
he>«l*fM, IUW3U)

wfc
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that ot MIMs. and the bass
response is better
I or com erts. there are

I
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( ustom earplugs create seals

'Itr.irti.l»n
'Irrrhijh' HI
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musii isn earplugs *v ith Hltera

n.p« i-«

[KHlSnlHM
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that allow people to eri|ov

the quality »'t music, bul al <*

conversations.
I hese plugs tend to sell lor

between $100 and $150, bul

s_

ys.

StMWMDaBGIIiMIB

a program where interested
IMI students i art ns ■
Jisi ount on them

169

$

I he audiologista set that while
headphones arc better than
earplugs, keening a greater

proximih is the best option

people ^n- living their lives in
their 21 is and aren't thinking

done so earlv on "
I he audiologista said thenare ways m w hn h hearing loss
Can be prevented, besides the

in terms ot what will happen
down the mad." Murray said
' VOU can have hearing aids.

.90
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but it's not like having your
OU n ear-

.
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tested so ihev have a baseline
measurement

said
it s prett) st sry to think
of the damage that can be

ssiMiiinriaMnEiaiMiHi
From:

Lsmg stereos instead ol
earplugs is dlso recommended.

We are irv Ing to get
information out there because

mtKtmmmmid
kmt*m**i±
IMM .«.-«- |*l. M,:^4
i«. t-a. -i .a-h ■,!■!■„ | ),«*,«,
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the audiolngists ,ire ottering.

I hey also strongl) encour
■ge people to get their hearing

liuuJI m~ 6m. *•*., (Hd, « A,n
l»>p..i I*I*. & Awn, IMTWUMMMWUI
lihpvitnuHii >a<t>lc' ft f»a\-. hiMt
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sate volume I he) I .in B1 STI
be used at a bar for having

1 did not know how
sensitive the ears are.'' Daniels

ohv lous lowering ••' volume

700 W. MARKET ST.
(Next to Rockingham New Holland
Farm Equipment)

up.

'l-.lt ~* ^.t pi*
from front
1 he ied thing is. once it's
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BRAKES and MORE-

DEAF: Custom earplugs
used to block outside noise
gone, it s not coming batk,"
Schwalbai h said "it is the

orders have always been a pn Went she said thev are
getting mure publicity now that more emphasis is be
ing put on the weights of vanous eeiebnbev
"With all ol the media scrutiny on 'thin' actors
iHlresses ami IIK ilels mam an* in iw n'cogni/jng what
an eating disorder actually looks like," Cason said.
Kir mon- mfomiation on eating disorders
nei ^ out fmu tdu basffacf nVal ing aUsonsn*

tkise Bufierfng from esttng disonk-rs. many believe

.,„.

DEAF,

'The friends I had with anorexia were beautiful and kind-hearted," Ecksaid. "It broke my heart
that ihey were not able to appreciate not only their
physical beautv. but also their generosity and sensitivitv to others."
l>aura Cason, a dietitian at RMI I. however, credits
the influence of the media with increased awareness
o| ealing disorders While she thinks that eating dis-

I fe| >ple Btrugglng w ith eating disorder* are hnding out tivre an- peoph like myseU trairu-d to work
witli tbein so llx-v have a psSOB S3 Sft" said Hillarv
vSing-Kuhard-. asso.iatedin\1or ol tin'VVonu-n's Ri-source ( enter on campus. With assistarx\'. tiv»s.' sultenng tn>ni eating .lisorders i.m acknowledge tln-ir
pn4>kinand take steps low anJ becoming healthy.
While man. ot tln>se ofy.ani/ations niav Ix-lp

DAMAGE: Students living
off campus need insurance
HAM ACE, from front

Memorial Hospital ' I here s some of it happening, but not enough."

With help, thos*' sultenng trom eating disorders
kan a. know ledge their problem and take steps tiK
wards hemming liealthv
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From Bombay to Mumbai:
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JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
International Week
September 25-29,2006

Monday, September 25
12 noon

Opening Ceremony, The Commons

1:25 p.m.

Master Class with Devapriya Nayak, Music Room 108

4pm

Mysteries of the Built Environment of Bombay, Taylor 405

8pm

Salaam Bombay!, Harrison 1261
\

Tuesday, September 26
3:00 p.m.

The United States and India, Taylor 404

8:00 p.m.

Monsoon Wedding ($2.50), Grafton-Stovall

Wednesday, September 27

'■toJk

1 - 5 p.m.

Indian Bazaar, Grand Ballroom

I - 4 p.m.

Yoga Sessions, Grand Ballroom

4 - 5 p.m.

India Through Our Eyes, Grand Ballroom

7:30 p.m.

Reflecting India: A Musical Event, Anthony Seager

Thursday, September 28
II - 3 p.m.

Study Abroad Fair, Grand Ballroom

Friday, September 29
6:30 p.m.

Indian Meal and Fashion Show ($8), Grand Ballroom

www.jmu.edu/international/iweek
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India at a Glance

frtni Or Lee Stemfeener Executive Director,

•rate tf MorssOeaai hnnm
Wc live in an increasing!) complex and interdependent world community in which our beliefs,
values, and actions are not abstractions, but ha\c real meaning and consequences The ongoing
work of acquiring global knowledge and competence is essential for making informed, responsible decisions ihat will impact others all over the world Moreo\er, international experiences
enrich our larger community by providing alternative perspectives, ideas and beliefs. When we
leam about others, and engage in dialogues and shared experiences, we inevitably encounter
ourscbes and can better appraise who wc arc and want to be. As part of this process, the Office
of International Programs is pleased to sponsor this page, focusing on our featured International
Week region: India Please also look at our schedule for 1-Week, and take advantage of the many
opportunities ottered by the DIP this week and throughout the year to expand your horizons.

The Republic of India is...

• large, relatively speaking With I. I billion people - roughly 1/6 of the world's population India is ihe second most populous country tChina is first). India is the seventh largest country in
the world with regard to geographic size: 1.2 million square miles, which is just over 2'fc of the
earth's land surface. By the way. the I'nited Nations lists that there are 192 countries in the
world, and the US State Department says 193 The difference? Vatican City.
• diverse, culturally, linguistically, culinanlv. .mil religiously For example, according to the
Government of the Republic of India, India's constitution recognizes 22 languages, wiin Hindi
being the official national language. Additionally, there are 844 different dialects throughout the
.minus
• now often called the worldI largest democracy, and has a long history of centralized states and
urban centers. Archaeological evidence traces the thriving Harappan la k.a. Indus) Civilization
10 26tKI BC. when a series of planned urban centers were linked through trade, governance, and
ideology in what is now Western India and Pakistan. Since then, there have been numerous slates
and empires, incursions and immigrations In ihe fairly recent past. India was a British colonial
territory 11X58-1447). Mahatma Gandhi led the independence movement through nonviolent
protest against British rule, and Gandhi became known as the father of modern India Since
independence. India's leaders have pursued what the preamble to the Constitution (1949)
pledged: "...to constitute India into a SOVEREIGN SOCIALIST SECULAR DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC ...." This impressive descriptor has not been without tensions, both regional and
easte-related. For example, three major conflicts have occurred since independence with
Pakistan, two of which involved the disputed territory of Kashmir Further, riots and protest!
often mar governmental attempts to implement affirmative action programs to compensate for
caste-derived inequalities
• home to Bollywood, the Mumbai based film industry. If you haven't seen any Bollywood
films,
you
can
watch
nailers
and
listen
to
some
kiekin'
music
at:
http:/'www.bollywoodworld.com/
Ankur Mittal (8: on right). I
Aditi Mittal 16: on left) play I
"Snake* and Ladders.'
aI
traditional Hindu game. Their I
father. Dr. Sushil Mittal I
(Mahatma Gandhi Center for I
Global
Nonviolence,
and I
Department of Philosophy [
anil Religion), uses the game I
in one of his courses to help I
students understand Ihe Hindu I
value system and ethics.
"Snakes and Ladders" is the I
antecedent to the Western I
"Chutes and Ladders" but I
describes good ails .is .i wav I
to go up a ladder and evolve I
spiritually and bad actions I
(resulting in bad "karma") as I
snakes dial lead one to I lower I
birth. The notions of "good"!
and "bad" in (his game reflect'
Ihe traditional Hindu value system Examples of "good" (i.e., ladders to ascend) included asceticism, faith, generosity, knowledge, and reliability: examples of "bad" (i e . snakes and descent)
included dent, disobedience, drunkenness, greed, lust, lying, murder, pride, rage, theft, vanity,
and vulgarity. Upon itsbcine adopted in N ictoriwi 1 ngtaid in Ihe late 19th century.the attributes
and vices were altered to reflect Victorian ideologies (eg . "goods* nkludcd thrift and industry).
Politicians and cultural critics In India mnetima refer to the same as the) describe what they see
ssboliotl promises with negative results tor some (photo and explanation courtesy of Dr. Sushil
Mittal: examples of the "good" and "bad" on Ihe boards from James Masters.
hltp:/ www.tradgames org.uk)

Worldvlews In India
By Sushil Mittal

(excerpted from Religions of South Asia: An Introduction, edited by Sushil Mittal and Gene
Thursby (2006; London: Rout ledge).
It seems impossible to think seriously about India without attempting to think in terms
of Hindu. Jaina. Buddhist, and Sikh categories 01 thought and practice. These traditions
originated in India and have deeply informed its core values and the ways in which its people
interact with one another Among Indians, by far the greatest number [approximately 80%)
identify with Hindu ways of living and modes of religious practice. When and where Hinduism
first was practiced is unknown, and many contemporary Hindus prefer to say that it is a timeless
wisdom that proceeds from a higher source and becomes evident to human beings again and
again through diverse types of sages and saints, as well as by direct intervention of divine beings
WTIO return things to their proper course from time to lime and renew the power of the human
spirit. The influential minority traditions of the Jamas and Buddhists are at least 2.500 years old,
Csrhaps more; and the dynamic practices of the Sikhs have their source in revelations received
y Guru Nanak about 501) years ago.
During the many centuries that it has taken for these dharma-based traditions from
India to spread throughout South Asia and from there to all areas of the world, the Indian
subcontinent has been receptive to outside influences, too. Zoroastrian religion was brought to
India by Parsi or Persian people who were seeking religious freedom. Other religions from the
Near hast or Middle Hast arrived in India in the company of adventure travelers, explorers,
traders, missionaries, and invading armies I nese have included all three main versions of the
Abrahamic or Semitic religious traditions —Jewish. Christian, and Muslim or Islamic —and
their several subgroups or denominations Over the centuries, most Christians and Muslims in
India have been local converts, and inevitably their adopted traditions "indigenized" or took on
local features and practices to a sufficient extent so that it would make sense to speak about them
and the other religions of foreign origin as hyphenated traditions, whether Indo/oroastnan.
Indo-Jewjsh. Indo-Christian. or indo-Muslim Finally, in addition to these four older religious
traditions that found in India a welcome new home, a relatively new religion called Bahai seems
to have potential to find a significant place alongside the others in Indian cultural life in the years
ahead.

Did you know that...

•
the numeral system which included the usage of "zero" and negative numbers was invented
in India? Albert Einstein appreciated this enough to say, "Wc owe a lot to the Indians, who taught
us how to count, without which no worthwhile scientific, discovery could have been made."
one ol the world's first universities was established in lakshila la.k.a. laxilai in 700 HI I '
More than 10.500 students from all over the world studied more than 60 subjects at this Buddhist
center of learning The I njversit) ol Vilanda built in the 5th century was one of the greatest
achievements of ancient India in Ihe field of education.
• ...according to Forbes Magazine. Sanskrit, the ancient language of the Hindus, is the most
suitable language for computer software.
• ...the art af navigation was born in Ihe river Sindh 5000 years ago The very word "Navigation" is derived from the Sanskrit word NAVdATllI
chess was invented in India
• ...Ayurveda, the Hindu medical system, is the earliest school of medicine known to humans
• .. .Sushruta is the father of surgery. Some 2600 years ago. he and health scientists of his time
conducted surgeries like restraint, cataract repair, and removal of kidney stones Usage of
anesthesia was well known in ancient India.
•
the national bird of India is ihe peacock
and ihe national animal is Ihe tiger' Hv the way
there are now 27 tiger reserves m India
'
the national flower of India is the lotus, a
sacred flower and symbol in Indian art. mythology, I
and culture in general''
the third richest man in the world is an Indian ' At least that was lheist ill J.nu.1. SUlHUInc
to Forbes Magazine With a net worth of $23 billion. Lakshmi Mittal heads the world's largest
steel corporation What does he do with all Ihat money'.' Well, he dropped over SI20million of
n on I 12-bcdroom London mansion and another S60- million on Ins daughter's Versailles
wedding celebration Must have been some cake .

Many of the world's major religions coexist in India, a land of great religious and cultural
diversity Pictured here, the Haji Ah Dargah mosque and tomb oft the coast of Mumbai is
accessible via a small path during low tide (photo courtesy of Dr. Craig Shealy, International Beliefs and Values Institute (IBAVI))

Interview with Prof, tisha Nayar
What are some things thai you think undergnuluate students should know about India '
I would like them to know that India has been and remains a very culturally wealthy
country. There is so much diversiiy When >ou travel throughout the country, you will find
many differences in eating habits, languages, clothing, traditions, music and dance, but there is
something that bonds people as Indians They value and respect their elders, multiple generations live together, taking meals together, and s<KJal family gatherings are of great importance
It is more about inter-dependence than an individual self-reliance. You are important in terms
of who you are and what you do but also it is crucial to see those interconnections with oihers
These arc Ihe larger values that are common throughout India.
Another example Indians use a lot of spites in their foods. But spices are more than
about taste. Kach spice has a benefit for your health. Which spice goes w iih which vegetable,
there arc procedural tor it Taste, presentation of food, and availability of foods have traditionally varied regionally, but now with transport as it is. you can get most things in nearly any big
city. Still, if you analyse the food in any particular area, you will know where those foods ana
ways of preparing them originate Similar processes happen with festivals. For example, the
festival of Navratri lasts tor nine days. Every night people gather together in big groups and
with special dances Although it was original.} from Gujarat, it has been adopted throughout
India You will find Punjabis dancing each night of Navratri. In Mumbai you will find people
playing in big groups. Navratri has become a nation-wide celebration, although local communities are responsible tor their local versions of these festivals.
In September, there is a Gancsh festival in Maharashtra - keeping watch over the
(lanes!) statue and celebrating what il represents. People come together for seven days and will
meet, cat, sing together Such festivals bridge different generations and communities Tim »
especially important today as octuple move into different Indian stales, into cities, but join
together and participate in local festivals These celebrations are a result of cultural diffusion,
and they are so enjoyable!
In India, people have multiple identities - where they were bom and brought up. plus
where they move and live. These multiple identities offer more; they do not diminish but add to
people, to communities Alter all, each slalc in India has contributed to scholarship, to ihe arts.
10 science. Social reformers, musicians come from throughout India.
Professor Sasar i\ Deputy Director "/ the tola institute OJ Sot uil ,S( icm «\. Mumbai.
India She is ( urnntls ai JMV as an International Beliefs '"id Value* Institute I IBAVI I FellOM

Founded in 1936, the Tata Institute <>f Sot ml St lent 11TISS) is a pioneering institution/or SIH lal work education and social si fences research in South A\m IISS , urrenlh
offers Masters. Bachelors, and short-term studs program m social work, human resource
management, and health and hospital administration. 77.S.V also offers M.Phil, and Ph.D.
programs in social work and social n iences, Through its initiatives in teaching, research, and
extension. T/SS c oniinualh responds to changing \i-ml realities. spit ifu alls f<n USUlg on
marginalized and vulnerable social groups, and work s fur people-centered development For
more information, please set hltp \\ »w tiss.edu/
Learn more from the Motional Portal of India at: http://india.BOV.iii/
Read Mumbai s The Times of India at: http://timesofindia.mdiatimes com

Read Bangalore's Det < an Herald at: hup: '/wwwdeccanherald.com
Read Sew Delhi \ India TocUt) at htlp//www.india-loday com/

■J3&

Dr. UshaNaysr (center, in dark blue salwarkamet • i>cp..r Dsractorol

Sponsored h\ the Office of International Programs, this page WOS

the Tata Institute ol Social Sciences, and Fellow of JML's International
Beliefs and Values Institute, has worked closely w ith Ihe Technology and
Social Health Foundation (I ASH I to establish schools tor children living
in Mumbai's slums (photocourtesy ol [)r ( nig Shealv. IHAVI)

i 'instructed thanks to the colluhoratnc efforts «/
Jennifer Coffman. Sazta Milha. Sushil Mittal. ( \h,i Nayar,
Craig Shealv ami I a Shinhciycr
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1 louse Kditorial

Oprah Winfrey for president in 2008?
In endorsing a talk-show host against her almighty will, a Kansas City man learns the true meaning of futility
l>pr.ih
Winlrev would make a.1 neat
great president
president.
Oprah Wmlrv\
\i least that's w h.it retired Kansai < Ih
math teacher Patrick - run.- says Crowe, who
has been fervently (and unofBdall)) campaigning I-11 Winfrej for \ ears, recentl) set up .1 neb
I mOS net, to help spread the word.
I he site details .1 lot ol different wave the
community can get involved —campaigning,
pubhcin and even publu speaking .ire among
the options Crowe also crested a song, It
Oprah was President,'' featuring lyrics like.
"She wouldn'tsa) 'Bombs awayl'/ til there
was no other wa)
t rowesays, "This site is a gathering place
for .ill those who feel that Oprah Winfrej
would not onl) be .1 good candidate 'or president ot the United Statesoi America, hut that
she can win! 1 he citizens oi the state ot Minnesota showed a new waj when they elected
lease Ventura governor as .1 candidate of the
Reform Part) 1 hey demonstrated th.it not on
can become elected officials, but th.it the; can
govern as well." Entertainment companies
h.n e e\ en started to capitalize on the joke that
is our governmental system .1 ballsy statement,
«resting nun ies like "Man ot the Year," starring Rohm Williams as a comedian who runs
(or president for a laugh
and wins
However,even it Winfrej could win,
t rowe's obsessive pursuance ol her Candidas is starting to get ridU ulous. Winfrej
isn't going to run tor president; she has made
that perfectl) clear. Plus, she's doing enough
good In the world anywaj — presidenc] or
•sidency. 1 asl month, she handpU ked
450 girls In south Africa to attend her (40 ml
lion school When's the last tune our faithful
president did something thai helpful?
Crowe, and his Oprah theme sone,. needs
to channel his energ) elsewhere, perhaps to, ut
on Bush anil die. haiu-e he could atte.l there
In fact. With ( rowe's hordes ol followers ,uui
Winfrey "volunteers,'" one begins to wonder it
maj he Ins time might he better spent convincing Bush to he more like Oprah Winfrej Now
there s something to campaig

\
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Submit Ihtrt-. {' rut-. otlUat lit thebreeze.org, or c-mml mfh
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Breeze Perspectives

Trash-talking at JMU
What is this, your home? Students should know
better than to litter all over campus
n\ KIMN Into
contributing writer
When the words |\H
campus' tmss my mind, my
next thoughts «>tten turn lo our
immaculate Quad. Its sloping
green surfaces, dotted with the
f.iiriT sev ami the occasional
game of Frisbee, sioke the feeling ot community I associate
with thclMl nation
Its cleanliness is a testament to our nuitUiil
respect tor our shared
environment and for
each other
1 lowei er. as o| late,
a malevolent specter
has risen irom tin'
depths ot the student
bod) to lay claim to
ftu< h hallowed spai i,v
I his -.witt and terrible
enenn sirikes mer.i-

w here littering can result in
,1 $2^0 or greater fine People
may see that as harsh, hut it
fat i-ii w ith the cho
I ween a short walk to a I rash
Can or losing .1 l.irek' sum ot
money, most peopre would
choose thi' short walk Am one who would rather throw
awaj 230 bucks than their
garbage needs to come and

home should suffice tor motl\ ation I understand that this
ma) nol always rme, true, but
even it \ou cannot respect
the place, you can show
some respei t for tin p»
w ho live there It even thai
leaves you unmoved, then
how about show ing some
respect for the fine men and
H Omei K ho work lo keep
our grounds habil
able? Il none ol these
considerations mo\ e
\ OU, then perhaps VOU
should question w h\
von came to IML in
the tirsi place. I am
sure there were plenH
ol openings at Pigstj
l nn ersit) or the College ol Your Parents'
basement, w here admission-, tolerates that
sort ot ignorance.
I hat being said, the
cleanliness ot |\ll is a respon
sibiiih shared b\ everyone
who lives and works here
Whether you hum the |\M
1 ight Song m \our sleep or just
.iiiov eating among friends
at Festival I think we.an all
it keeping the faith
include* dome, one s own part.
Ii anyone
e should
send that
inada.

I find it difficult to believe
that a group of student*
with enough spirit to choke
a goat null not take the tune
to properly dispose of their
tubes of purple face paint

on game day.

lessly, ever striving

\ uii> ■can't-more-jMU-students-sec-thein the silver Mustang
who apologized tor her rudeness when asked
to move her 1 ar

\ thanks*for-rtding-w ith-a*stranger
pat to the two girls who got into my car so
1 could p.irk m the 1 HA commuter lot five
minutes before a test

/ rtwi a parkin
spredates win
maturity and
students who
nk weareallevtl overlords

/ rom an extremely patefui A, and '»•/*■■. you will take up hi* totally platonu
I .

\ quiH luttering-mj •inbox dart to
even organization on campus that feels the
i.rd to send out Insane amounts ol mass
e mails

n 1 gmd itudent who notpabhors t>w
' her IttboX ii-. well OB
' bulk e-mail

\ how I needed-the-animal-ther.ipi-and.1 smile pal 1.1 thi1 -em, >r j-irl who brought her
rabbit lotheOu.nl and allowed ttee petting (ol
.1 different sort than most IMI

/ roma

i//y brightened
mnyanda wiendhf

•oik /<■.

1.1 wa\ e-doesn t-inakeine-anv ears'' dart to all the people who «ross
when the little walking man Isofl the sijm, replsced b) the bright red "Don't walk" hand.

/ n>»< a junioi
■ yam Cod's
Gift to fh,
and 1- tired 0) bavins
to flop at peen lights just so ■/* >r* am 1 ross

\ not-a!l-stran)'.eiN-witli-.ands-are-l'.Kl pal
h>thepnitess.»r in lineal Festival whoboughJ im
mend and me a bagofcandjoirn alter overhearing us talktiu',alx>ut how miuh MS Iked tin-in

From two sent
unexpet U

\n I knovv-where-vou-sleep" dart to im
roommate and brother-in law who barreled
-Nets while tr\ kng to studv
in ihe samtit\ oi m\ own bedroom,

\n ax 11-. lass-wasn t-annoying-enough'
dart to tin- construction workers who
pounded nails ami drilled s, rews above our
classroom last week

fuaVnl

■

this means wai <"i,/

tng tomeiftei youi

. PW*X ''''"

snuth

tu was not learning
no your disruptive behavior m
I "if body as 0 whole

to on reas,- its holdings from
the commons, Bridgeforth
Stadium ~uui even a. ross the
highwaj at ISA! 1 ven now,
its shad.Hi \ work detr.u ts
from our M*r\ collegiate
dignity, draining school spirit
and ■-pew ing letharg)
You maj well ask w hat
demon-spaw ned madness an
jrou referring to?" to which I
repl\ thusl) : Who said am iluii)'. about demons? I simplj
reler to the small number
i»l slothful srrogsnl
MIIHIV.'S that cannot
the Concept ot putting their
garbage into a tra>.h can.
\U discover] ol this cabal
began aboul a v\ert
when I noticed tv\o t. hick-fila bags floating like tumbleweed around the intran.e lo
Market One I hinkme. nothing ot it al Ihe time I stooped
them up ,uu\ disposed ol
them 1 stei thai same i\>>\
while passing In ihe commons the grim visage ol
empty »ups and .1 bon imm
1 •■[ 1 Go greeted me About
this time, the rust\ gears in
nn head started lo turn as I
wondered w ho hail left *-u» h
a mess behind. Mi»r»' importantly, I pondered methods lo
1 urb sin h heha\ lot in the future, and in the true spirit ol
l\ll . I came up H ith a single
magnificenl answer fines I
derived this answer from im
grandparents stones aboul
the fabled land ol I anada.

talk with me \u wallet is tin
perfect receptacle
in all honesty, I do not a.
tuall) believe such a draconi
.in measure desen M I pl.u e
here .it IMI I Hnd It
to believe that a group «'i
students with enough spirit
to choke a goat wdl nol lake
the lime to properk dispose
ot their tubes ot purple face
[Mini »n game d.w surely,
simple respei I tor our shared

KCI'HI I'l'U IS

^\1 Wmafoi
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Letters t<> the Editor
Al least Canada has attempted to right
torture wrong
I he I louse I dttortal on the extradition
and torture "i Canadian citizen Mahai Vrai
from rhursdav's issue ol The Breeze leaves
the reader with some misconceptions about
the Issue While it is certain that the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police sent the t s police
Incorrect Information on Arar, there Is no
indication that an) Canadian was involved
in his extradition t*» Syria, other than to try
to prevent thai from occurring I he Canadian government does not extradite people
to countries H here thej H il! be subject to
torture «>r the death sentence [v> hi. h ln< ludes
the! nited States] While the Canadian gov«
ernmeni is expressing it1- regrets and preparini to pa) compensation, the l nited States is
still m denial, with Attome) General Mberto
Gonzales . (aiming thai it M as just an ordinary deportation
Peter <. alverl
info tech stall member

ComparinR the swastika to the Confederate
flag is like comparing apples to oranges
\s an unknown author »>n.<* said analog) is the lowest form Ol reason." In last
fnursda) ■ letter to the editor, the Ito Dr
Imam provides compelling reasons to vilif)
the t onfederate battle flag l nfortunately,
arguments without relevant facts do not stand
Up under s, rulinv Hitler and the Nazlf hijacked the swastika from andenl religions and
misapplied it as a symbol ol the Holocausl
\s we mentioned pret iously, the Confeder
at.' battle flag is a s\ mbol ol Southern military valor and honor I ike the \a/is u ith
the swastika, white supremacisl groups have
caused the nag to falseh be associated with
hate As |man! points out, neither symbol W8S
originall) intended to represent hate toward
an) group, Bui here lies the flaw m this comparison: these andenl religions thai once used
■ thnii
cleansing Confederate soldiers, however
are constant!) accused ol being racist because
their flag was adopted against their will and
":me. perverted In the Kit Klu\ Man
! urthermore, the degree to which the Nazi
part) contaminated the meaning ol the swastika and the actions that followed dwarfs that
ol the KKK ami the c onfederate battle flag
I he KKk is ,i repugnant j;roup ol mis
guided Individuals, hut the\ have not murdered nearl) "million people Focomp
the two falsel) \ ihtu's C onrederatc soldiers
and. more Importantly, is insulting to Holocausl v learns ,\l)i\ their descendants Being
offended bj this misuse ol the Confederate
battle flag is understandable, hut pleas,- do
not project umr anger on the innocent.
Nathaniel Ckirkson and Anderson Braswell
senior.counting majors

* Through Murk} Waters
Differentiating between Fannie and Sallie

The Marlboro Man &
the United Nations

I would like to point out some ina». uracies in Patrick Callaban's opinion editorial,
• MIU Year Brings Cause foi Rejoice,
Reflection," from the Aug i\ issue ol
Mr Callahan asks how man) people
missed out on mone\ u>r College due to a,
counting inconsistencies at Fannie Ma-' Mr
c allahan appears to he confusing hit i
nies Fannie Mae provides financial products
and sen i.es tor home OH nership I annie
Mae does not issue student loans
Sallie Mae is tin- nation's leading sat ins
ami paying tor college compan) We are a
private company, no longer chartered b) the
federal government. Sallie Mae originates
student loans (hat are guaranteed In the
eminent, yet as a private i ompan) "<'
oltet significant discounts on the rate* and
term* set by the government Our company is
Consistent!) ranked as one ol Amerua s most
admired companies h\ numerous media and
national organizations.
\\v agree with Mr t allahan that the Budgel lve>oi!, ihation Ad passed h\ CongntSS
cut a disproportionate amount from the student loan program. We also would like to see
more grant aid for students However, Mr
Callahan tails to mention that the new Ii«l(l
interest rate ol 6 8 percent on student loans
H as enacted in Zi'oz .\ ith broad support from
both political parties and student groups
■ Sallie Mae ha* helped mi
than 21 nvllion Americans achiex e a t ollegi
education In addition ovei the past live
years rhe Sallie Mae Fund has distributed
nearl) $90 million in philanthropic j;i\ Ing.
We are proud ol that record

The president's unilateral foreign policy is not
exactly the way to ride off into the sunset
*\ Au\ SiRNn

the ongoing niu le.ir crisis

and the murmuiinga ot
rhe arrogance show n In
the I nited States tin
toward tlu" i\orld community
added a punctuation mark
thai looks more like a middle
linger to President (tush's address to tin11 mted Nations
General Assembl) this week
Mush s address carried

the typical War-on- rerroroa*
deuce, although it i\as much
MM unilateral than would
have been expected, it wasn't
the address, however, that
ma) have sent U.S. diplomats across the Middle I tat
s*ramhlme. either tor .
control or to hand in their resignations. Instead, it was the
actions and meetings outside

the General Assembly that
Showed how little value Bush
pla.es on true diplomacy and
what danger the I nited States
COUld face a- B result
I he L nited States hdd the
honor ot being the se< ond
countn to address the assembly (behind Brazil)at the
annual meeting that started
this post week, w ith President Mush, as head ot state,
speaking on its behalt. Me
•■poke almost exctusivel] ot
the War on lerror and how
important and successful he
feels the spread ot democrat is. but as is his habit, he
also addressed the people
oi several countries direct)v,
including the Iranian people
The I nited "Mates, he
told them, respe. ts their
Country and that he belie\ es
the onf) thine, holding
them back is their lei
I his respect runs m sharp
contrast to the absolute |ai k
ot respet t show n In hush
lo President Mahmoud Ahmadmeiad ol Iran, who he
refused to meet with despite

lom foyce
Vice President ot Corporate ( ommunications
salhe Mae. Reston, Va
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militar) action against Iran
if il doesn'l halt its nuclear
power and rumored weap
OflS program.
What should further
alarm those Interested In
self-preser\ation is that the
president didn't even listen
to his Iranian counterpart's
Speech later the same da\
according to CNN. I his is

It could be hoped
that with the resurgwM Taliban in Afghanistan and the
ongoing Iraq debacle, not to mention
evens domestic policy instituted during his regime, tliat
Bush had learned
to find out zohat
he's up against before jumping in
head first.
more than a bit negligent
lor a man w ho mav or mav
not be considering militar)
strikes against Iran's nuclear
facilities. It could be hoped
that with the resurgent Taliban in Afghanistan and the
.ingoing Iraq debacle, not
lo mention e\er\ domeslu
poliC) instituted during
his regime, that Bush had
learned to imd out what
•gainst before lump
ing in head tirst
Knowing when not to

lump has never been one
ol Bush's strong points,
however, and this week m
an interview with t W he
threatened another leap, this
time into the terntor\ ol an
important ally. When asked
il he would send trOOpS
into Pakistan il Osama bin
I aden was hiding there, he
said, "Absolutely," which
in no way excited President
t .eneral lYrwv Musharraf
of Pakistan w ho said, much
more diplomatically, that
Pakistan would prefer to
perform am militar) action
m its territory itself and
that it would not allots I .S.
troops withm its territory.
This comes in the same
week Musharral revealed
that he had been threatened.
in the earl) days ol the War
on/Ierror, that the Lnited
Mates would bomb Pakistan
back into the StOIU
if il did not cooperate I he
Slate Department denies
this claim, of course, hut
from a purely speculative
stance, it's hard to believe
that threat was never made
when all the rhetoric ot the
time — and even now — ini hides that berminolog)
AH this together has not
onl\ weakened the United
Stall's diplomatic position,
but also placed it in a precarious state where action
in hostile countries from .in
alread) koverstressed and
thinly spread military seems
lne\ [table. I nrortunately,
this time around the countries in question can't be expected to roll over as nicel)
as Afghanistan and Iraq
did, or resist occupation as
genth as the population ot
those countries are now

Alex Snneu i* a ttntOI tintkropeiogylSA&AD mnjor who
welcomes fttHmck a? ilrneyac.
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The Writing on the Wall

Tortured logic
As we attempt to 'clarify' the Geneva Conventions, we prove ourselves to be no better than the terrorists
■> BRIAN GOODMAN
opinion editor
it li must disturbing thai President Hush
requires , larifli ation" en er Article I hice '>t
the Geneva t onventiona in the first place. I he
article prohibits, and I quote, "(a) Violence
u> life and person, in particular murder of .ill
kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment and torture;
(b) faking ol hostages; (c) Outrages upon
personal dignity, In particular humiliating
and degrading treatment, (d) I In- passing ■><
sentences and the carrying oui • 't exe< utions
without pervious [udgmenl pronounced
in aregularl) constituted court, affording all the judicial guarantees u hi- h .ire
recognized -is Indispensable bj civilized peoples " It the president requires
"darincation" ol those statutes, there arc
plant] ot middle-school English clasaea
m which he can he enrolled
Furthermore, the tnte.ta of Republican dissent made up ot Sen. |ohn
Met am. Son. John Warner and former
—
5e« ret.irv ol State Colin Powell should
not be marginalized. All three have extensive
military experience — significant!) more than
the president - .in , l.iiui
H hi. h Prescribes .1
certain level ol credibility when Ine) speak on
issues oi national securit)
rhough the two senators have reached .1
part) -line compromise with the white House,
their former opposition to the ludicrous!)
named ''Bringing rerrorists i«> [ustice Ad ol
2006" land no. I did not make that Up; even I
can't make th.it up)encapsulates the problem
with torturing detainees in the w.ir on [error
well. As Powell wrote. I he world is begin-

ning tO doubt the moral basis ot our tight
against terrorism, lo redefine Common Annie
I hree would add tO those doubts "
Granted, there are other et|uallv legitimate
obfections to torturing detainees lor example,
the iniorniation often procured via torture is.
well, less than reliable People will cop tofust
about anything when shoved into .1 black hood
somewhere in ■> desert with electrodes hooked to
their genitals rhere are likei) multiple JMl students who would admit to being part ot al-Qa,\\.\ alter a good halt-d.i\ ot 'uater-hoarding."
And the concern for the sanctity >>t theCe-

atter alleged h being tortured in Syria becauseo!
connectionB loal-Qaeda with little more than
a pal on the bum and .1 lollipop II the weapons
ol mas destruction talk leading up to "Operation Iraqi freedom" didn't ttpusofl already, our
Intelligence is not infallible, and ueare tools if
wo acquiesce to the argument th.it "oiil\ bad, \wd
men will be'prodded' for information.
Hut it is a mistake to get caught up in debate
over the pragmatic highs and lows ot torture,
tor the question is uramateh oneol an ethical
nature, flow we respond when faced with Issues
ot Hie Or death show the true nature ot our character, the never-ending Wai on [error has
and will continue to
re\ea1 as much or
more abOUl us than it has our enemies \n,l
trom the seat I occupy within the padded
walls ol the IvOf) lower ot liberal edination.
I i.\n M) with Certainty that I would rather
die right than live wrong.
from antiquity to "Alien V the
debate over w helher the s.t, nine ol 0M
is better than the potential suffering ol
millions Even fesus «. hrisl was subtet ted
to the debate, lohn re.ords that the high
priest CalaphaS used the same argument to
shore up Support tor his arrest "You know
nothing at all!" he said "You do not realize
that it is belter tor you that one man die for
the people than thai the whole nation perish.
And just like that, an innocent man ot
Middle Eastern descent was wronsl) tortured
and in |esus's,ase. ultimate!) killed
in
the twisted named "national security." As the
< anadian mess has shown, not s damn thing
inged In almost 2,000 years rhere reaTlj
is nothing new under the sun
RrunGoodman I*>Isenior oomnunitMons si

From the seat 1 occupy within the
padded walls of the ivory tower of
liberal education, I can say with
certainty that I 'would rather die
Tight than live wrong.
neva Conventions must also be factored into the
discussion. It the L nited Mates, the world's policeman' ^\UK.\ defender ot freedom and iustJOB
fof all, abandon the stipulations ot the I .eneva
i onventiona because we don't happen to tmd
them convenient today, tin- (.eneva ( on\ en
lions are essentially worthless. And when, over
the course ol time, our soldiers are captured by
a foreign power, no look in the world affords
them the protections the) are currently guaranteed under Geneva
It doesn't help that we.an't even torture the
right people. I eat week, Maher Arar was released
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106 I uau instrument

72 Woodsman's tool

137 'The Brandon

43 Got by, with "out"

107 Confederation

53 Relax
59 Gentle as ft2 Abhorrence

135PerlmanorPalillo

73 Part 3 of remark

-Story" ('98film)

BS joollnavai

*n I.ink
UK) Actress Ihurman

Thisbe," e.g.

Johns

105 Playground game

44 Disappear

108januarvsUi.it

79 - Mahal

MSS. si.ite

45 lapi*. -

HWFarlGrev's place

81 Alley Oop's love

139 Still

46 Part of Q.E.D.

110 William Sydney

82 Out-of-this-world

140Self-conhdena'

52 Canadian territory

org.

Rules: Fill in the grid with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, and 9 so that in each row, each column, and
each of the three-by-three squares, each number
appears exactly once. There is only one correct way
to fill in the grid.
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noi

aajj

H '

IV

instrument?

W

n

ILH

*1

MS

3ft Couple

H

mm

l0

..?

'..

M "Rosanna" nukcr.

N

M ■

or

■
■'
-.*; m

27 Faux -

"

■

:
i'

31 Small shots

T

Ml

■"

■(.

Casey"

•

■>

H '

■

■

*

1

w M"

V

25 Deep purple

33 PC key

IS

14

<>

■'

II

w~
I

32 ■

B

■

1.1 Film pterodactyl
ISPoruWpal

1

■

"

■1
•-

■l
*• '.

Michael
6 Deli choice

ii

•

54 "Onlv linn-

Porter

singer

111 Man of the cloth?

83 Invasions

DOWN

56 Destroy

112 Great time

80 President Bush tvai

i I heartrical loseph
2 [>istrut

57 Cet/'s instrument

117 Stubborn toil

58 Fairua\ aciesMir\

119 Hautboy

87 Overturn

3 Neighbor ot Ihailand

60 Speedometer abbr

120 Be bombastic

89 Macho type

4 NWhirl-maker

61 "Blue-"(77 hit)

121

92 Roast host

5 Zilch
6 Make coffee

63 Blabby bird
65 Business abhr

122 Summertime treats

93 Circus sight
95Teriof"Tootsie"

7 "Rama - Ding Dong"

66-drum

125 "Sister Act" extra

70 One of the Fords

126 Scholastic abbr.
I28[)eightonor

one

97 - majesty

('61 tune)

98 Canterbury quaff

s Legendary athlete Jim

74 Weasel word?

99Hoagy

9 Pepper

75 First name in

1(12 Wordsworth work

ll> Vinegar's partner

104 ABA member

11 C how

76 Finger food

11'^ N'.»-h on th.' sulr

i: token

77 Composer Jean-

UT7 Part 4 of remark

11 fV< (umpelitor

112 Deprive (of)

14 lerrur'sUdbit
15 Win over

113 Wooden strip

fashion

Kon--"

123--Ball

Dawson
131 The Bellsmonogram
132-Cat

Philippe
78 "Platoon" setting
79 Gumshoe

'., Hrum Gixtilman
Libra (Sept. 22-Oct. 22)

Aries (March 21-April 19)

Wilh Man pulling so strongly in the south-

The position of Ursa Major indicates thai you

ern sky, you will spend > our day pining long-

will likcl} mn into Chuck Norris somewhere in

ingly for the premiere of Mr T's upcoming

the Carrier 1 jbrary stacks, where he will round-

new show. "I Pity the Fool."

house kick you in the face

Scorpio (Oct. 23- Nov. 21)

Taurus (April 20-May 19)

You may go places, see people, or do ihings

You will likcl\ meet a small child or kitten

today. Or y on may not

today. Do not trust it

Sagittarius (Nov. 22- Dec. 20)

(..mini (May 20-June 201

Because Pluto is no longer a planet, the

At about 2 pin. the pull oi the moon will cause

alignment of the three outermost planets no

you to inexplicably run around (he Quad warn-

longer prevents Facebook from taking over

ing everyone at the lop of your lungs that the

your life

Bnlish are, in fact. coming

Seee today's answers online
at www.thebreeze.org.
The Spats

I.

Capricorn (Dec. 21-Jan. 191

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

The positioning of the stars indicates that

Chances are good thai, at some point while

you will not find parking on campus any-

the sun is up. you will feel die need to go to

where today Or tomorrow, or the day after,

the bathroom.

by Jeff Pickering

3£rTf; PC Yaj REALIZE How
WKH MONEY IbO'P HAVE IF
Yt>U SAVED A PENNY A DAY
FOR A HUNDRED YEARS??

WHOA, .T-t> BETTER LOOK
INTO AN ALTERNATE
RETIREMENT PLAN.

•«?

or the day after that

I to (July 2.1 Aug. 22)
Aquarius I Jan. 20-rtb. 17)

Today the curator of a Parisian art gallery

For the love of God. Mother Earth. Wen-

a ill find the doodles in the margin of your

dy's Dollar Menu and all that is hols, do

notebook, propelling you to international

not. under any circumstances, get out of

fame by the lime the moon reaches its high-

hed today.

est point

Pfctces (Feb. IX-March 201

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 21)

All sources indicate that today, your life will

Someone important in your life will have a

be sunny with some passing clouds. Plan ac-

•.cnous lumcrsjiKin with \rai today, which

cordingly.

will involve an errant "yo' mama" Joke.

JMU Pets Go To

v_.

s

ik

Welcome Back Students!

(540) 433-VETS
(8387)

Convenient to JMU
- Drop off care
- Small Animal
- Medical
- Surgery
- Boarding
- Grooming

Headaches?
Neck Pain?
Back Pain?

Across From Costco

by Mike Marlund

It's just better to know.

GET RELIEF TODAY!
Same day appointments available!
INSURANCE ACCEPTED
Free
Consultation
For JMU
Students!

-'
498 University Blvd

K.I.I).

Harrisonburj; Chiropractic Centei
Dr. Raymond Wright

(Palmer Graduate)
Behind Valley Mall in Town C'cnlcr

432-6842

The James Madison Universily Health Center
offers free & anonymous HIV testing for students
on Tuesday & Wednesdays from 1 to 3 pm
through November 30th.
To make an appointment call 568-6178.

A&E
Nevtr keust t tiw.

Editor: Kelly Usher
Kdiior: Jill Vawonti
bntttBrtst luitnuut.nmi
(5401 368-3131

wwwjhebreeze.org
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JMU, students share stories of common instances in every
day life that they have never had the chance to experience
in CLAIRECUMIIMK
contributing writer

moved to Harrisonburg," he said.
Many students agree that the food at JMU is
fabulous, but sometimes all you need are some
During those seemingly lame "get to know ramen noodles. Freshman Fernando Perez had
each other" exercises everyone is forced to par- his tirsi experience with them here at JMU.
ticipate in at one time or another. I have always
"I had never had a salad or Ramen Noodles
had a great answer to that question, "What's an until 1 came to James Madison," he said.
interesting (act about you?'' I have never been on
Some aspects of childhood are unforgettable
an airplane.
.such as watching your favorite movie over and
No. I'm not superstitious, and no, I haven't over again, memories of a beloved pet, or a terpurposely avoided extended trips my whole lite
rifying visit to the dentist. Have you ever asked
I've been to other states; in (act, I've been aasdoec a classmate about a classic Nickelodeon show,
as North Carolina and as (ar as 46
such as "Cuts," "Legends of the
North Dakota. Yet I can pniudly
Hidden Temple" or "Pete and
say never have I ever been on an
Pete?" Some college students
airplane.
bond over childhood memories,
Surveys
have
revealed
while others just can't relate.
much about what college-age
"I've never seen the 'Wizard
students have never done An
of Oz,'" said freshman Amanda
alcohol
problems-and-soluKelland.
tions survey showed 8 percent
Kelland may have missed
— KATK SPIDAI II KI
o( students "have never been
freshman out on the Yellow Brick Road,
in trouble ... because o( behavfreshman Lauren Mattson
55 but
ior resulting (rom drinking too
has never owned a dog as a pet
much."
before
An American Research Library survey reShe also proudly admits, "I've never had a
vealed that 2 percent o( students at universities cavity."
across the country, including Boston College,
Some experiences are even avoided purOhio State and Yale, never use the campus li- posely. Many college students enjoy greasy
brary.
late-night pizza, spicy nachos or grilled cheese
Hen' at JMU, some student's experiences are from D-hall. None of these culinary dishes
regional.
would be the same without cheese. Freshman
"Be(on' I moved to Harrisonburg, I had never Kate Spidaheri stays away from anything and
been to Wal-Mart, Dairy Queen or Chick-Fil-A," everything with cheese on ingredient list.
said Sara Vernam, a troshman (rom New York.
"I've never intentionally eaten cheese," she
"My life is now complete!"
said.
Daniel Cartis, a freshman (rom Stafford,
JMU students are undoubtedly diverse in
made a somewhat different discovery when he their experiences. Whether you've been skydivmoved to JMU.
ing or been to Wal-Mart, you can find someone
"I'd never seen a horse and buggy until I to share that memory with.

I've never intentionally eaten
cheese.

I.M KI S I'M K,1:1 .lirr.w
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Concert Review

Concert Review

Alt band
rocks The
Little Grill
JMU alumnus returns with
The Influence (of music)

Mozely Rose brings unique blend of sound to The Pub's College Rock Night
including the title s»ng.
i rther notable songs on the tirst c i> include "Poor Man s Money," one ol the more funk-influenced songs on the CD. "Stuck In
I oi ai bands art- ottt'n overlooked, and usu.illv tor a good reason
the Middle which has an awesome solo stuck right in the midrhere an' a lot ot band-- out there And while most ot those are ven
dle, and One I ong Week." a slower, more instrumental chill-out
generic ,,r talented but unoriginal, there ar.' a t.-w OUl there that at
song. "Poor man's money contains some sweet guitar parts, and
least daaerve a hsien I as) Wecnesda) night at I he Pub, the audience
iome twang) vocals rhe countr) element is very pronounced
wai pleasant K surprised in one of these few bands thai
m this song, with lines like. "I
stand out from the crowd.
, .
wasn't raised In no big city. Rich
Ihe Richmond-based band Mozel) Rose blends i • •
man stay away trom me. With
u< create their own unique
number ot different styles to
,
•
I
'
*' tunky
'lin*v beat In Ihe
the batkground
baikground
sound A quote on their M\ spate page des. nbes their
I tUtl^lflC ll I IdSSK and the guitarist rocking out, this
§on
00 1 wwn
ta of Mo/el\
mag
mUSll as 'lunk-driven rock ' IImagine
I classic
rock
w\s<Lr-r\n**si
.*«-%«*«%«*•
Bone
IB
a
rood
example
Wednesday
leii rock mrL cnfnjlj nrrnm^"■R *
P
sound accompanied in countr) Influenced vw als, u.th ft'lilMinf/lfi/(t(i»l Rose'sdiverslt)
ersit)
"Stuck in the Middle sounds The Pub
a lot of funk inspired guitar solos to fill in the eniph UUIllCd /'I/ COUnlt'U
1
1
Ipecea Or ma\
. £.
laybe Ifs the other »,i\ around — maybe *.
/■.
" ,
,. ■•' more like a standard ro. k son) .
everything else |usl tills in the empt) spaces between IHllUeilCL'U IWCalS, but Still Contains other elements
the stilus
TMi'f/i n //lr i\f Anil- lll|s wn8 |s ,r,u k s,x ol" "' ",on ,ht" C ')( flrui ■^,
Mozel) Rose successful!) combines funk, rock and ii'llll U lUt UJ Jit UK- H welcomed break thai levels out some ot the more
x
country into something that is catchy, fun ^><>^ something
inquired VllitflV
*'ied songs like the upbeat Tooi Man's Money/
a little different than what you heat ^-n the radio rhe
'
.
**
and the mellow 'One Long Week '
band Is definite!) s welcome «hangc trom lames Blunt or
SOlOS* • •
Although the) don't have the most original
g.>lyrics, t>r a completely original sound, this band
I he highlight ot the show took plate during one ol
''blends a lot ol elements together, and manages
the aforementioned solos, when bassist Neal low nsend
to do that ven well. One of the best things about
casually threw his guitar behind Ins back Slid continued to |ani A
Mozel) Rose is their variet) I he «lassicall) Influenced guitar, the
minute later, ihe lead guitarist followed lull Ihe result was a he
funk and the shghl twang all come together, even though one ol
nind-the-back duo that had the sudience cheering for its duration
these sound- is often much more pronounced than the others I his
iniv makes even some ol the band's plainer songs CORM alive.
Overall, Mozel) Rose is [ust plain fun Almost all *>t their songi art
extreme!) cab In Not only does the band make your feet start tapping
I he bottom line here Is that Mn/elv Rose is a tun band that is defuncontrollably, the) also make you want to sing alone, alter the tost
initely worth a listen Since they are from Richmond the) pU) In the
touple verses
area often i ['.online, shows m September and October include Blacksiln band played a lot of new songs on Wednesda) end •> few trom
burg, VViIliamsburg and Richmond All dates are posted <m the hand's
their I I I Um I km n ,'• / hi'u I his CD teatures a nuniber ot .at. In SOngS,
M\ s|i,u e page
BI

Win

FAWIII

contributing writer

•V ClAIRf GlIMIIHIH

contributing wntci
The Influence (of musu), | sell-proclaimed
"acoustic alt/rock band with powerful backing
rhythms, eased Into iheir sot Saturday night at
I he UttlC (.rill ( ollective. I he band's songs artlull oi layers and depth, but tin- comfortable,
even lovable, voice oi Matthew "Archer" StS
phenson ('(13). lulls listeners into 1 he Influence*!
casual rhythm.
1 hr Virginia Beach band funned tw-and-a-hall
years ago and released their svlt-titled debut album
last December. The band derives its mu--it.il inspiration trom artists like lool. Incubus, \ick Drake, I ed
Zeppelin and Pink I lovd. but guit.irist John /ontini warns liatCfieri
not to expect too main similarities
w don i plav what we listen
to.' s.mi ZontJnJ

The
Influence
(of music)

"Bui uui can hear what We lis
Saturday
The Little Grill
Collective

ten to m what we plav.' said bass
ist I. hris lullv
"We're like a full-course

meal,''
( larks

said

guitarist

Will

With their infectiousenerg) and thoughtful Kr
ics, I hr Influence is reirUniscenf tit < minting c rows.
Dave Matthews Band and l.ilehouse
i he pace picked up Saturday night with "Break"
then dropped as the Kind seamlessh melted into
"Beautiful." a lingering song with reflective and inIrospeitive Ivms
Newer songs sin h ,i>. I he Wall" were powerful and catchy and rhe Influence's energy was epidemic.
St,ir\ Song" displayed a subtle funklnesa Initiated by bassist lulK
rhe varied rhythms .iinl
robust choruses in sone,s like "Dust and Sun and

Ocean <>t Mine' ihowcaaed Ihe talmts (»i this
group. I he strength of t ollin t ogan's drums intermixed with the soticr acoustic guitar features
makes I he Influence's sound versatile and instant
K appealing,
I ha Influence's show .u ihe Little t.nll Collective
was the ultimate mesh of comfort music and comfort

food
l hc\ will be returning to Harriaonburg In Octo
ber, performing at rhe Pub Por more Information
about the band, check out tktinftueiictofmusu com or
rmpptce.comfthetnfluenaofmiah

Mozely
Rose

CHECK IT OUT

'The Wild Party' goes back to the twenties
Bi LAURA BUKIK
contributing writer
Ihe |ML theatre department knows how to party, and it is uniting
sudient si to come see " I he Wild Party." I he production tells the tale ol
one riotous night In Manhattan during the Roaring twenties
Iwo vaudeville performers, Oueenie and burrs, are Involved in an
oui oUontroi relationship that symbolizes the quintessential '2IK lifestyle of jazi ami liquor Ihe couple deckles to throw .\<\ unforgettable

party, \n\ Itina all sorts ot bvel) characters A love triangle threatens (he
ret kless couple's happiness and the part) takes a dangtroua tum
I he Wild Part) is a book-lengm poem adapted by Anda-w Lippa
and has been made into a him along W ith several theatre pntductions.
Iwo difrerent interpretations ol the p^K'm were produced around the
same tune. ,mc\ the theatre department will present both versions.
I he Wild Part) welcomes audience member*, from Sept. 26 to 30.

rickets are on sale at rheatrell vpt 2S and st the door Showsbsginst
s p m w ith an additional matinee at 2 p.m. onSaturdav. Sept .^1
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'Eat mor chiken'
(and biscuits)!
Wake up with 'Biscuits and Bingo' at local Chick-fil-A
m Rimii \ O'Di 11

1

Am luck) IML student who
doctn i has e classes on rVednesda) mornings now has some*
tlnnj'. to do with the free lima
|\ll - neighborhood t hick til
v lot ited on ! asl Marki I
iv now offering "Biscuits and
Bingo" the las) Wednesday ol
<'i en month from ,( t«> 10 a.m.
( huk-til-A restaurants, located
nationwide, .ire given the choice
to host .i variety ol community
events. Melissa Ludnoltz, general
manager »>t tin* Harrisonburg f<,t<tauranti decided to host "Biscuits
.ind Bingo
MM. t hlck-fil-A will
soon be pro* Iding >i morning program tor parents or b.ihv sitters i<>
bring their children In t«»r stories
and crafts, entitled "Come and
I'l.n at Chick-til■ V" Msoincluded
»»n thf IM ol community events are
'Spirit Nights/ iuiulr.u-.ir-- even luesday <>r rhursday t»»r local
phototlkitfratianb) n

\N

Ul\i l i

M llltolv

Hesitant aboul it»ininj* in on
the "Biscuits and Bingo" fun?
Have no worries I he majority ol
participants come to C hick-fll-A
through Rockingham Memorial
Hospital's Senior Advantage program, although I Ml students are
sure to pro\ ids SUM Bingo compe*
tition and the regular contestants
would definitel) love to have the
■•vtr.i compan) Each Bingo session averages around 25 participants
it B really fun .ind you gel s kick
out "i watching the senior citizens,"
said Ludlu.lt/.
rheplayersbuy their biscuits from
( hnk-tii-.x'*- wide menu selection ol
breakfast foods and Chick-fil-A happil) prm Ides the Bingo materials and
prizes (whuh consisl ol items such as
I shirts, coupons and a current competitor favorite, sprons). Senior citizens even get i free drink with their
his, uit order
So save sleeping In tor the weekends and make sure to catch 'Biscuits
and Bingo" at t huk-lil-A

, e d i t o r.

obsession
Sometime-- .1 girl just needs s movie she can count on After seeing " 1 he I asl Kiss Saturday afternoon (which I'm still
not sure I liked t. I fust w anted to go home and M stch a movie
l knew I loved 'Benn; and loon' is this movie. And I'm obsessed.
set in a little unknown town, Benn) (played by Aidan Quinn) is
a me, haim H ho spends most ol his d.i\ s caring lor his mental!) ill
sister, lumper I'eari (aka |oon, played b) Mar) Stuart Masterson)
Alter .i lost game ol poker, Benn) and loon are I,tried to take home
Sam Qohnn) Depp), s cousin ol Benin 's friend, who models himsell atter Buster keaton.
|iH>n and 5am (oi course) fall In love (and who wouldn't' I he man
makes mashed potatoes with a tennis racket!), "hah ultimate!) brings
a lot oi trouble (or Benny
ll's tun. If S quirky, and I prom is,- VOU'II love it PIUS, even it VOU
don't, |ohnn\ is ol course adorable and hilarious - that's somt'thinj*,
you can always count on.

'Ugly Betty' reaches out to all backgrounds
Ferrera stars in ABC's new comedy that challenges America's beauty obsession
B>

MARIA EIINA FIHS

win /

lyriVs Times
HOLLYWOOD
You
could
choose to to,us on the wa) "Ugly
Bett)
looks \tier all, the title ol
this new AB( corned) prods you in
that direction. Hut there's something
more meaningful cooking on this series than the fact that iis st.ir, America
Ferrers is hiding her beaut) under
hush\ eyebrows, braces and a mous)
H ardrobe.
i glj Betty, w hit h centers on
22-vear-old Hettv Suarez, a homeh
college erad who grew up in the
Queens borough of New York, has
been called both a t hnderella slorj
and an uj*lv-duckliny,. fiah-out-oiwater tale Hetu dreams ol landing
a plum job m publishing in Manhattan, perhaps it ,i financial magazine, and in the pilot, Hetl\ sort ol
gets what she wants: she's lured as
an assistant, to the editor ol tnshion
publuaiion Modt It's a "Devil Wears
rrada' sort ol setup thai will pit her
against the pretty people and their
supertn i.il world And it's the s,irt ol
contrast that made "Yo So) Bett) la
Fea
thi
olombian series on which
It's based, one ol the most popular
telenovelas e\ er
Hut none ol thai gets at v\ hat's
truly groundbreaking about
i gh
Bett) " Wbvi
' f-r,i 5 role is
the storj ol i first-generation I S
Latins straddling cultures, a young
woman as rooted in her Hispanic
.is she is in her American
belief that anything can be accom
plished with hard work. At home,
Bett) helps her immigrant widowed
lather (loin PlansJ deal with his
frustrating HMO; st work, with her
tngenultV, she saves her boss 11 ru
Mabius) from losing an important
client, even though he has treated
her dismissivel)
I feel it's wonderful thai this show
is not ahnut her being a Latins, and
that's what makes her different, said

KArLANy

Ferrera, who starred In "Real Woman
Have * urves' and ■ I he Sisterhood ol
the traveling Pants," "Being an immigrant is one Story, Hut when you have
l.imiK roots in another countr) but
you're born and raised .is ,m American, thafs a whole different struggle
Bett) is a minorit) in ever) sense ol
I he word She- .1 woman, she'- voung,
she's Hispanic, she's short and not
blond and not blue-eyed. Yel she's not
something inside thai is \,-t\ reassuring to watt h
indeed, b) not harping on hvm a
ethnic background but reflecting the
realm ol wli.it it feels like to grow
up as both an insider and outsider in
two cultures, never t|lllte fitting into
either "I gl) Bett) " distinguishes it
s,h from other -.hows mi broa
tele\ iiion
"Ugl) Bett) creator Silvio Horta,
.i ( uban American born In Miami, de
cided his version oi the popular telenovels would WOrk Onl) it it deputed
the wa) he grew up.
" I his is nu story, living at home
and swit* hing between .
talking to mj mother in Spanish, talking to im sister m Spanglish, and you
don 1 even think about it." Horta said
>rov» up thinking telenovelas are
cheesy, and yet all the kids watched
them because thafs what vour [»ar
ants wai,bed And you got addicted
t't course, that was interspersed with
wat< bine,' I hree's 1 ompan) and ' I he
A ream.' I don't think you real I) gel it
unless VOU live il
I errera gets it I he VOUngesI ol si»
children who grew up in Woodland
Hills with their Honduran mother,
1 errera w as proud ol her heritage but
wanted more than anything to fit in
with her peers Her mother -poke to
all the kid>- (five girls and one DO) * in
Spanish, and the) spoke t,> her in ting
hsh because nobody In the neighborhood was speaking Spanish then
I grew up. I went to tons
ol bar and bat nnt/\ahs. and I've
ne\ er been to a single quince* I

Bett) m.u be Mexican-American,
but Hurl.1 said tier Mr.u.in roots
wouldn't stand out .it the beginning "I
the series
"Even Latin culture is different,
but we're tr\ 111 >-. to keep them a I atm
famil) as opposed to Mexican, since
New Virk has the influences ol almost
ever) I sun culture," Horta said. "We
want il to be relatable to all I atmos
and, oi course, to the general audience
as well."
I errera w ho is bound to break out
this |\ season no matter what happens to t gh Betty," is confident thai
Americans oi all backgrounds will i.ill
in love with Hettv. even it some , ritus
have des, nivd the show .is, hauvinistic and the title as mean
Ferrera thinks the media's focus
on the term "ugly' is hypocritical.
People hate the word Ugly,'" she
said
and there's iron) in that, beta use we live In a so, letv w here beauiv and image is an obsession And bv
onl) showing ami selling one image
ol whal 'beautiful' means, we are
Calling evervthine, else Ugly, lo me,
I WOUld hope that bv the middle ol
the firsl season we have an audience
who isn't thinking aboul whether
she's going to undergo a big phv si< al
transformation Whal I love the most
aboul her is th.it vou're not waiting
tor her to become a swan. You gel to
Watch the other people blossom into
real human beings because she reminds them what it is to be real

ADMUHON*

y^ollfv'K

YOU'RE INVITED TO A

SPECIAL
PRACTICE TEST
EVENT
;

I errera said she wanted to convert
to ludaism "because it was the cool
thing to do. When VOU are hrst-gi-neration an) thing, \ ou have your past,
whiih is these roots, and it's ,i par!
,>t vou be, a use you're so deepK connected to vour relatives But then you
have the societ) that you're supposed
lt> blend into You're supposed to find
friends, you're supposed to make i
life for yourself. It's thai quarrel between how much do I compromise on
each side and still understand who I

xEE practice MCAT' at thts event and you'll

recebe a detailed score analysis and exclusive
strategies to help you prepare lor Test Day!

lylC-i\T

FREE PRACTICE TEST
OCTOBER 28, 2006 @ 8AM
AT JMU
1 800 KAP TEST
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The heroine ol ABC's "Ugly Betty'' comedy, America Ferrera plays an
average girl with big dreams who reminds people that beauty It In the
eye of the beholder.

(lint l,ur

'

Ky

Harrisonburg. VA 22801
Phone: ,34-7344
Fax: 434 3125

EXXON Gasoline priced the same
as unbranded competitors

SPECIALS!
Skoal fr Copenhagen
Ice Cream Sandwiches

I for $7.99
3 (or $1.00

Cigarette Packs (all brands)

50 cents off two
pack purchase
99 cents
99 cents
2 for $2.00

One Liter Dasani Water
32 oz Powerade
Pepsi 20oz Sodas (all flavors)

JAC CARDS ACCEPTED AT PORT RD.
& E. MARKET ST. EXXONS!

DON'T BE A SMALL FRY FOREVER:
ADVERTISE WITH THE BREEZE

Attention Music Majors
Scholarships Available
Come join the
Music Ministry
ut

Otterbein United
Methodist Church
(176 W. Market St.)
For more information
Call David Williams -« 42 I-017N
or
1 ■ -until: oiimcmusic'iv hotmail.eom
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mark your calendar!
monday

• tuesday

•rt

music

Check
oui
artist Charles Tibbits' watercolors at
the Oasis Gallery
downtown.

Come to the Artful
Dodger for retro
music and flashback to the "70s
and "80s.

•Wednesday* thursday •
sports
Join the Shenandoah
Valley Bicycle Chib
for acasual two hour
ride in the 'Burg.
The trip leaves
from Harrisonburg
High School at 5:15
p.m..

music

music
See Tina Malia perform at The Little
Grill.

art
Look at the bright,
unique
illustrations b>
graphic
design artist Seymore Chwast at the
Sawhill Gallery in
Duke Hall.

Showcase your best
lyrics at the Daily
Grind Downtown.
The songwriter circle begins at 7 p.m.

poetry
Read your favorite
poems at The Little
Grill's poetry slam.

poker

karaoke

Bring your best
poker face for a
game of Texas Hold
'Em at
Luigi's
Downtown

Tone deaf.' Sing karaoke at Guzman's
Mexican Restaurant
beginning at 8 p.m.

friday

best classic rack songs
.it Pbinigan'sCove

billiards
Sign-up for the
Gold Crown Billiards 8 ball tournament. Play begins
at 7:30 p.m. and
participants will receive free pool the
hour before.

film
"The Devil Wears
Prada" will show
at Grafton-Stovall
Theatre at 7 and

60MF0PT r\ND INS?IPATI0N Z4-1-3U6
ON THE VJ6& W WWW.SPIWTUAUTY.^OM

Sunday

film

music

music
Imiim OwiDpbtythe

9:30 p.m.

• Saturday •

I isien to the Jazz Trio
perform M tin- I taih
Grind Downtown.
Music begins .it 7

music

Grafton-Stovall
will show 'Pirates

Bring yourown vinyl to the

of the Caribbean 2"

your DJ. skills

Artful Dodger and show .ill

at 7 and 10 p.m.

pjll.

culture
Grab some friends
and go to the ninth
annual International Festival al Hill
andale Park from
noon to 6 p.m.

music
listen to groat music at the fourth annual Spaghettifest,
;i two-da) conceit
festival in Mt. Solon. Va.. presented
In Midnight Spaghetti Productions.
See mldnlghtspa
ghellijcom for more
details.

music

art
See photogr.t|)hs. painlings and draw ingsol New
t'oundland. Canada created
by Malia Arts and Design
associate protessor I )ictrich
Mi nine inCleoDnver Miller art gallery at Bridgevvater
College

music

Enjoy breakfast pizza
brunch until 2 pjn. at
laiigi\ Downtown.
Live Jazz begins at 1(1

JMlPs wind symphony will

pm.

Hall Auditorium.

pcrfonn as part of Ma-tci
piece Season. TIK' concen
begin at 3 pm in Wilson

Boston Beanerv
dfUfl tltu Ihltttm-Hunir ,llmn -.iiiilli

T0PI6S TO e^FLOpe:
Spirituality Wellneftft, Self/Identity, P*lation6bip«.
£areer/Vioreplace, financial Security (Current Cvent*
VISIT CMKf |2O0MS
register for inspiration delivered to -jour e-mail addres*
ITS F0F- YOU III

1/2

OrJr Sun Ihurs
select
8pm-Close
appetizers

DS25- Eami Sifiwkitn Stt
HiDiriH«nOiui», VA 2MWU
>«i*3a.lltK7»i

Playing at a JAW theatre near you
$2.50

International Week 2006
September 25th - 29th

I'luni £>ombau to MuniL,
-\( hanging |ndta

MM1JKH ON

vAwvw.jmu.edu/intemat ional/iweeb

wnnni

Monsoon Wedding
An exuberant family drama set m Mra Nair s beloved Punjabi culture, where anoert tradition and dot com modernity combine m unique and perfect harmony As the romanbe monsoon rawis loom (he extended Verma family reunites from around the globe for a last-minute arranged marriage m New Delhi
Monsoon Wedding traces five intersecting stories each navigating different aspects of love as they cross boundaries of class continent and morality The
film celebrates a contemporary India neva before seen on screen

•

University Program Board
Jo mo* Madison University

Grafton Stovall
Tuesday (Sept. 26th) @ 8pm

answer the questions below on the following

Everything in my room is neat and organized

4

With me, more is better

4

I have been to more concerts than I can count

4

5

I keep up with current trends
I buy new instead of used books

total score
angular
-..•if
O2006C.n!uUiW»tlMS AllinMsielwwl
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ncer
noisseur
1

Xavm
and tell us more
about you VI
pwc£om/bfir>(jit
Your lite. You can
tifiixj it with you

■'(inflks

Editor: John (i.illiKditor: Brian Hansen
breezesports@hotmail .com
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Dukes maul Huskies

JMU finds offense,
racks up 52 points
against Northeastern

JMU opens A-10
play with victory at
Bridgeforth Stadium
HI BRIAN HANMN

BY CAROLINE MORRIS

sports editor

staff writer

On |ust tin second plav ot the game,
|\1l 's football team put many ot its offensive
worries behind them.
On the play, junior tailback Fugenc Hol-

Last week. Northeastern coach Rocky
Hager said that JMU's offense "was a whisker
awav from getting it."
Surrounded by his players after a 52-14
defeat Saturday night, he conceded "they
got every whisker put together tonight."
The Dukes' offense exploded onto the
scene Saturday, scoring seven unanswered
touchdowns and kicking a 25-yard field
goal before Northeastern was finally able
to muster together an answer in the fourth
quarter. Everyone in the stadium seemed
shocked at the Dukes' offensive firepower
— everyone, that is, except senior quarterback Justin Rascati.

loman took a ii.indt.lt going right and hurst
through a hole and into the Northeastern secondary. Holloman took the ball 74 yards to
the end /one to put the Dukes up 7-0 just over
a minute into the game.
"We've been practicing
that plav all week." Hollo-

Football

man said. "We thought it
WM going tO be a big plav
lor us I he holt w.is there

Saturday
MJ

14

JMU

52

and I |ust outran them."
I he plav was one ot three

"When we execute, you can see what
our offense can do," Rascati said. "We've
got the same people, the same coordinators
that we've had the past two years. That's
why I wasn't worried. It was just the players in the locker room needed to come together and we did that. We had some people
doubting us a little and thinking something
was wrong, but nothing's wrong. When
we make the plays, things will come out

scores ot *r; vards or longer for the Dukes, who
controlled the action Irom the beginning, win
ning 52-14 at Bndgeforth Stadium Saturday.
"We knew we could make the plays, tyVC |ust
needed to execute," senior quarterback Justin
Rascati said. "Offensively we did a good job."
Alter the Holloman si ore. the |ML detense
came out and forced the Huskies to punt giving
the Dukes offense- tin- ball on their on 13-yard
line Holloman ran the ball two more times for
16 yards before Rasuili hit I pla\ -action pass
for 71 yards to junlOf wide receiver LC Baker
It was the third lime this year that RMCeU and
Baker have hooked up for a touchdown pass ot
over 45 yards.
lies just a big-time pl.i\«T. Kascati said
We all him 'Showtime' and he's got that name

good."
Rascati and the Dukes put up the offensive
numbers to ease fans worries, if only for a little while. The team rushed for 100 yards more
than they had against Bloomsburg College and
Appalachian State combined. They averaged 9
I VIS StlOAP \MhH

li*r ,i reason."
()n the d,w. Baker finished v\ ith seven catches
for 134 yards and two touchdowns lor Madison
Ihe s.-tond touchdown came on a U \ard Strike
in the second quarter to make the score 28-41.

Senior tailback AMn Banks stiff arms a defender. Banks helped the Dukes Improve to 2-1 with a
career-high four touchdowns. He fWshed with 90 total yards on sight carries and three catchss.

"He's a very competitive \oungster," JMU
coach Mickev Matthews said "He's a great ath-

McGee said "He told me that if
I got a chance to make a plav on
the hall to go up and get it, and
that's what I did "
Said Matthews, "It HTM a tre
mendous plav. He's still a little

lete and he's really worked hard m the weight
mom to improve himself"
After an Alvm Banks touchdown run from 2
vards out, NU put in backup quarterback John
Sperraz/a in an attempt to nil a big play deep
down the lett side However. Ireshnian cornerback Scottv McC.ee picked him off for his first

Almost lost amongst all the

t.ireer inteneption
"I talked to Coach on r-ndav,"

inexperienced at the position, but
ha s ,1 real good athlete and he
\:.m make plav s

big plays was the performance
of Banks, who had four touchdowns on the day. An injury
had limited his playing time
in the tirst two games, but the
senior tailback made the most
of his touches today scoring
three rushing touchdowns on
|ust eight carries, while adding
three receptions for 63 yards

■v

TRAVIS CI ARK

A»tttibutin& writei
The JML' men's soccer team opened their
I olonial Mhlttii Association schedule last I nday night w ith a 2-1 win over the Georgia State
Panthers at JMU Soccer t'timplex.
The win improved their maud to6-1»>\ erall
and Ml in the cttnference.
The match was van
physical snd sloppy at

Men's

Soccer

tunes ,r. ii featured five li>

Friday
1
2

GSU
JMU

tal yellow cards. I he Dukes
did not plav h) their poten' i.il but still escaped with a
win
\\t- did IMH give our

beXperfoonance,' senior midfielder Mark rot
ten said "But it was a huge win, and that"s what

wanted
Snd IVII coach lorn Martin, "We were fortunate, the game could have gone eitli.
The first half began with possession going
Kick and forth. Georgia Slate tnetl a few runs,
but JMU held a strong back IHH\ as the Panthen
were called ottsule toUf times in the first 1^
minutes |Ml junior midfielder Instan Murrav
began to control the midfield, as JMU started to
hold f-rss.-vM.-H
Stiphomore midfielder Nick Zimmerman
ami senior midfielder Kurt MofsUsV put pressure on the Panther defense 1 lu* I Hikes almost
struck in the l^th minute M hen /itninmennan
played a Kill to Tolten He slipped it over to |unior forward LaSK kokko, who nxketed a shot
Wide MoJsM had a couple of opportunities on
free kicks, but failed to test t *t lrgia state keeper
Felipe Carvalho
JMU broke through in the 24th minute
on an individual effort hv Ibtten. Forced to
start on defense due to team injun problems, he collected the ball on the right
wing and began a run toward the goal He

I've been feeling better, and I
knew I'd play today."
On the touchdown pass.
Banks took a screen pass from
Kascati and took the ball 35
vards to the end zone to give

trrOAMB,pageU

see OFFENSE, page lt>

Dukes down
rival Tribe

HN

see FK. page 18

Dukes' road battle
ends in scoreless tie
ATLANTA
Ihe [Ml
women a BOOOB team left Gea
giaStatel mveisit) Pride) night
with their fourth OOnsBCUDVC
shutout in .t (Ml tio
JMU's rvtord now stands
at 44-1 overall, while Georgia
State la Mr3 rbe match waame
( \ t-openej far both teams
llw I Hikesoutslhit their opponent 17-$ but wete unable to
And the back of the net
Georgia Sate tjoajkeepen
I hariotte Vanjo and Megan
Macdonald combined tor their
tilth shared shutout ot tin- s.-.i
sim Vargo started the game and
ntorded seven saves in regula

Bon i" overtime, MaodonaU
lecoided twoaavea

VAN

DYSONftrtoftj

JMU's defense has not tfvsn up
any goats In four straight games.

BY BRIAN HANSLN

sports editor
The JMU women's volk-yball
team stretched it's winning streak
to four consecutive games as it

JMU senior midfielder Tomlwa
Ogunsola shields the ball from a
Panther defender

No. 15 Dukes loses to No. 11
American, beats Radford yesterday
WASHINGTON, D.C. 15th ranked |\u was defeated

Shukhardt
finished
with
two goals and tWO assists u>

6 - bv No 11 American last
I nda\ alter taking an <\irl\ MJ

lead the Amencan attack

lead
Amencan lumped out in
front in the hrst h.ilt with a pair
Of goals Irom senior I annlia
Intante and I goal In iiinior I V
ins,- IntantiJMU (M) responded with
a goal before the halt by junior
I auren 5tefaniak, aaaiited In M
nior Haillie \erstrld Ihe I Hikes
added a goal eight minutes Into
bSe second period b) sophomore
Lauren Walls to pull within one

tin- ntenl CAA niokie ot the
wei'k
M as IM»t made availaMe

its lead again with a goal |iist
tWO minutes later, stored In
sophomore Irene Slmkh.irdl
American fnahntan Savannah

— from staff reports

JMU

high with 63
assists
and

added a career-high 15 digs m
leading the IXikes past the Tribe

goal

tor I pm

downed Colonial Athletic Association rival William & Mary 3-1
Hnday night.
Sophomore
setter
Uiumn
Friday
Miles
tied
her
career
W&M

VolleybaU

\\R<>\ SOBII.w«/7'/>A«ftwii/ifor

Ihe save total for tn-shman
goalkeeper thane Ws/laek

In l ..tin'.ia State
I he IXikes return home In
dan tools) Diexel kiikottisset
I

JMU extends
its winning
streak to four

Out-ranked

l P

down (they were three of 11 against Bloomsburg and six of lb at Appalachian State).
a£l don't think Northeastern knew we
hat^nSat much speed," JMU coach Mickey
Matthews said. "A: we hadn't played them
in two years, and B: if I'd have played us
after watching those first two games, I
wouldn't think we had a lot of speed either,
to be blunt about it"
Junior wide receiver L.C Baker is known for
his speed, which he has displayed consistently
throughout the season Baker caught a 71-yard

and a touchdown.
"I didn't expect to have four
touchdowns," Banks said. "But

Victory by PK
Dukes win 4th straight
over winless Panthers
in conference opener

yards per play (up from about 5 yards previously) and converted five of nine hmes on third

^

\mencan mcivasetl

l.ravbill added U> the lead 11
minutes later, v\hile Shukhardt
finished the BCOring with two
minutes remaining

"We battled hard tonight.
JMU coach T>isa t.amcr said. "We
made some cntical changes at the
end that allowed us to win the
points H hen we had to."
Ihe IXikes came out rinng in

the first game, taking an eariy lead
and never giving it up. On the very
first volk*v, senior right-^ide hitter
Bayli Still well set the tone for the
match with a hard kill.
Tlie IXiki-s jumped *»ut to a H3 lead in the match before William
& Mary coach Debbie Mill called a
timeout to try and regnnip After
the timeout the Dukes stretched
their lead to 17-6 forcing another
Tribe timeout.
"We came out with good energy." Sullwolf said ' Ijnotioiulk
i\ e w en- really into it and we really
book it to them in tlwt first game"
Added i .arm r "1 trMHight we
plaved reallv well that tirM ^.une
I didn't expect as to win as big as

we old
The IXikes ended up taking
the first game 3M5.
In the second gamo William*;
Mary a-sjxmcktl with a much Ivt
ter effort
'They're a team

that fights

tor every point," Still well Mid
"I hev re ne\er a team dial's RDmg
to let VOU dominate them with out

see SPIKE, page 18

American's
tensor
go.ilkeepei AlHaon Payflch played
all 71) minutes m goal and tallu\l eight nvea IML treshman
KeJsey v utchina made hei ftrM
start ot the ■eaaon, plaved the
whole game and had two aavea
Ihe Dukes returned home
vestefda) to plav the Highlanders ot Radford t niveralt) al I
p.m. It was the hrst home game
following a 0-3 mod swing
against rationally ranked opponents. Ihe I Hikes beat Radford
Ml it was JMU's second consecutive home ihutOUt 'ts first
being on Sept n>, when JMU
heat si Josepn'a W)
Ihe I Hikes will he at hotm
next when lhe\ take t.n tonler
entf foe old Dominion hnda\
.it 3 p m
— from staff reports

EVAN DY SON/,***,, „/,„*
JMU sophomore setter Lauren Miles and Junior mkkNe btocker
Allyson Halls attempt a block against the Tribe Friday night
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GAME: Dukes get back on track against Northeastern
GAME, from page 15
the Duke 42-0 lead
The 42-0 icon WM .i welcome change foi -i teem that
had scored zero and three
points in the first halt against
Bloomsburg Collcga and Appalachian Stat.v respectively.
In be hones! with vou,
wc reall) didn't change anything,'' Kascati said "\\v fust
made plavs tonight and when
we do thai "-■ can be hard to

lowed .i \er\ veteran offense
time to prepare tor a Huskies
team
that
has
played (.(.
four consecutive games
/
on the ro.nl
. , .
—
including
games
at North Dakota
State
and Virginia

Tech.

battle bach
—

The final statistics showed
lust how much
the
Madison

offense

ex-

| ded
We just made
plays rteam
" had
L , 22
« *. »'
559
tonight and when \.mls of total
includwe ao that, we can offense,
ing 335 yards
on the ground
be hard to stop.
and 224 yards

—JUSTIN RASCATI passing dethink
JMU quarterback spite the first
the)
are a
team
offense
tired football
only
played
team,'' Matthews laid, "Our tw o .mil ,i l-.ill quartern
early strikes had to take a lot
Rascati led the Dukes'
out of them, and thev didn't passing >'>"»>'• K^ing 12 (or 16
have enough left in the tank to lor 212 yards and three touchI

While they did make the
plays, it leemed even thing
came together Hist right tor
|\1L to have the explosion
on offense I he Dukes were
coming off .i bye week that al-

-59

downs. Holloman finished the
day with 10 carries tor 1.17
yards and one touchdown.
The defense continued its
stellar play, not allowing the
Huskies to score until thi' Ml
ond-team defense gave up two
garbage-time scores. Senior
linebacker Isaiah Dottin-Carter
led the team with seven tackles and one sack. Junior safety
Tony LeZotte chipped in with
five tackles.
As a team, the Dukes
defense held NU to 227 total yards, including just 109
through the air. |ML sacked
starting quarterback Anthonv
Ono three times in the game
and generated one turnover on

with the McGee incerption
Next up for |MU is a trip to
Lexington to take on Virginia
Militarv Institute. Came time
IN M hfduled for 1 p.m.
following the VMI game,
|Ml will plav seven COABCCUtive Atlantic HI gnmt".

ray 7-18, Anthonv Orio 10-1-5);
(JMU) Eugene Holloman 10137 1 TD, Rodnev Landers 659, Maurice Kenner9-4K. Antoinne Bolton 6-30, Justin Rascati
3-27, Alvin Banks 8-27 3 TD,
I..C. Baker 1-8.

Passing: (NU) Anthony Orio
12-17-1 II 109, John Sperrazza
1-0-0 1 0; (JMU) Justin Rascati
12-16-3 0 212, Rodnev Landers
2-2-01112.

Receiving: (NU) Kcndrick Ballantyne 6-60 1 TD, Bill Monan
2-25, lorn I oil 2-12, Chris
Plum 1-11, Alex Broomheld 1I; (JMU) L.C. Baker 7-134 2 TD,
Alvin Banks 3-63 1 TD, Rodney
Landers 1-10, Antoinne Bolton
1-9, Ardon Bransford 1-5, RayBrown 1-3.

Rushing: (NU) Alex Broomheld 9-105 1 TD, Maurice Mur-

Records: Northeastern (1-3, 01), JMU (2-1. 1-0).

JMU
NU

21
0

21
0

7 3 — 52
0 14 — 14

OFFENSE: JMU offense
explodes against Huskies
OFFBNSk
Kl5
pass tor a touchdown Saturday making it his third catch
Of over 40 wirds this ymu I he
pass was j career-long catch
ror Baker js well ,is .1 career1
r Rascati.
T hat s how
\ ou have
to think.
Baker said about
whether he thinks he can alwayi gel past an opposing
corner I think vou can't pl.n
sports without thinking that
nobodv is going to itop \ ou
Junior tailback hugem Hoitoman proves Baker isn't the
Only one on the team who can
run. He dashed for 74 vards
on the opening dn\e against
\ortheastern to score his tirst
career touchdown \ot satisfied with taking his touchdown and slopping, Holloman carried the ball nine more

times tor a total ol 137 vards.
I his came lust two weeks a'
ter pla\ing tor the first time
against
Appalachian State,
where he rushed 17 times for
63 \ards and caught a 27-vard

pasi
Though senior tailback Alvin Banks has been struggling
with a minor injurv and hasn't
played much this icason, Matthews was hopeful when he
suited up on Saturday
"It felt good for me,"
Hanks said. "I played six or
seven plays in the first game
and 1 haven't played since, so
it |ust 1,-lt good to be on the
field."
For the day. Banks stored
four touchdowns and carried the ball eight times for 27
\ards.
While there were plenty of

speculations about what had
gone wrong offensively with
the Dukes, nothing seemed to
be a problem Saturday night.
So w hat did the Dukes do during their bye week to create
such an offensive fury?
"To be honest with you,
we didn't make any adjustments." Rascati said. "You
go back and watch that App.
State game and we just made
the plays. It wasn't the playcalling. We |ust made plavs
and we did that tonight. I hit
open gu\s, ^u\ s ran the right
routes I he line's been blocking for me all vear. Last week I
i',ot sacked five times and four
ot those were my fault. It's not
the line, they've been doing
good. It's just |about| making
plays, and we finally did that
tonight."

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
l.OOCts Princess Cut Diamond
EGL CERT SI1 — Clarity G — Color

This Week $3000
II AN BIAU7 tugphuutrapliri
Tha Dukes swarm Northeastern kick returner Barry Jeanaon. JMU dominated the
Huskies Saturday, holding them to Juat 227 yards of offense Including 109 through the
air and 118 on the ground. NU turned the ball once on freshman cornerback Scotty
McQee's first quarter Interception. The Interception was the first of McQee's career.

•All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com
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What JMU Reads
ATTENTION ACCOUNTING SENIORS
AND GRAD STUDENTS:

2007 Ford 'won SIL

Text FUSION
to 2DRIVE (237483)
for a chance to win:
ARE YOU l\ll RESTED IN WORKING IN W
EMPLOY! I FRIENDLY FIRM WITH
CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY,
COMPETITIVE SALARIES AND BE\1 Ills.
AND FRIDAYS OFF IN THE SUMMER?
Thompson, Greenspon & Co.. PC, one of
Northern Virginia's largest public accounting
firms located 30 miles west of Washington,
DC, will be conducting interviews on campus
on Tuesday, October 17,h for STAFF
AUDITORS to begin in Fall 2007. Apply
through AAadisonTRAK by October 3rd.

H3FIHE
i«*#\v
® QD
in i"'r,
\y ©

e

$ A 60 GB iPod with adapter

S © I.

£ A $25 .Tunes
Music Card

if

I A ringtone brought to you exclusively by Ford and
mtvU featuring Match book Romance's "Monsters"

*500

cash
KJKJI

Special offer for college and trade school students,
recent grads and graduate students

I vJ O

Certain purchase and eligibility restrictions apply

Visit www.fordcotetvhii.com for off**** IVogram rules. Or. see your local Ford or Lincoln Mercury Dealer
.

J.
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From Bombay to Mumbai:

AChanging India
)AMES MADISON UNIVERSITY.

I

Indian Bazaar
Wednesday, September 27,2006

Vendors

l-5pm

Stroll through the vendors' booths

Henna Painting

l-4pm

Free hand painting

Rangoli

1-4pm

Learn about Rangoli and create your own

Movie & Slide Show

i --4.

1-4pm

Travel and visit India through this slide show presentation,
and movie

Food & Refreshments

1-4pm

Taste and sample some Indian teas, samosas and many more
delicious Indian treats

Yoga Sessions

1-2pm, 2-3pm & 3-4pm

Did you know that the beginnings of Yoga were developed in
Northern India over 5,000 years ago? Come and learn more
about yoga and partake in a yoga workshop.

India Through Our Eyes

4-5pm

JMU Student Panel discussion sharing their personal
perspectives about life in India..

**HH

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
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SPIKE: Madison defeats PK: JMU takes down
William & Mary at home GSU on penalty kick
responding H 11h .1 good effort'
lhc fribe took .1 i-o lead m
the game and tin- match wuuld
go back and forth with sever*
al ties ind lead changes l\il
d the game to s 28
hut freshman I Indse) rflugner
recorded a pivotal kill .is the
Tribe went on to take the game
j\ii itniggled in the game
with If errors, including eight
■ttacking erron thai allowed
William & Man to take the
game
"I gut I little trustrated
with our pla; in the middle of
the match.' Garner said
We
need to learn to he a little mON
Consistent and I think as our
younger players get a little
more experience, we'll get better at that."
In the third game, the Inbe
jumped to a 1-0 lead, but would
not lead the rest ot the tightlv
contested game Madison never

lead by more then 3 until a sivpoinl run with junior AUysOfl
Halls serving late in the game
gave the team I 26-19 lead Stillwell came up a big block with
the score 26-21 and the Dukes
wenl on to win 30-21.
"I think we came back .md,
tought hard.' Halls said We
definlteh picked it up later in
the match.''
The fourth game savt William
& Mary jump all over the Dukes
17-9. jMi responded witha 10-2
run to tie the score up 19-19. | he
game wenl back and forth the
rest ot the wa) with the Inbe
eventualh getting it to game
point .<■
| outside hitter Manna Porterheld and Halls
each came up with big kills tor
the Dukes to take the lead
HalK would team up with Miles
for a team block that would finish oft the match U-29
On the da\ HalK led the
Dukes with 1" kills on I I
tack pi
ghl digs and

two block sssists.
"I think Allyson Halls had
a prett] good match," Gamer
said, sin- blocked s few balls
and shr real!) wai outstanding
striking the ball."
I he Dukes also got 1" kills
from Potterfield and Stillwell recorded s double-double with 14
kills and I! digs
junior llbero lens Picrson increased her conference-leading
dig sverage to r> 4^ u ith s 31 dig
performance
William & Mar) had three
players record double-doubles
Sophomore \bbi Owens led all
players with 20 kills and also
contributed 12 digs. Pflugner
added 11 kills and 12 digs while
sophomore setter Kim Mount
had i* assists and 11 digs.
I he Dukes wrapped up their
fh e-game home stand vesterda)
against Virginia Commonwealth
and travel to Hempstead, v>
to take on CAA rival Horstre
Friday.

PK. from pap 15
ait inside two Panther defenders, and after another one slipped tired a low. skipping shot under the outstretched arms ot Carvalho into the
right sale ol the net, putting (ML up 1-0. The
scon' held going into halrtime
IML HniOf nudtielder lonnwa Ogunsola
s.ml. We cnsitisi many opportunities hut didn't
put them awt) He need to commit to get the

god."
The beginning ot the second halt could not
have started worse tor the I >ukos
Georgia State ti irward Alberto Villarcal scored
the equalizer in the 4nth minute, beating |Ml ~e
nior defender Mike Tuddenham — who had a
.■.ame otherwise — down the left side and
putting a low shot past |Ml senior keeper Kc\ in
Irapp
|\1L responded by Ixilding the ball in G*OT
gia States half Hininrr. the IXike-. hail vcn.
tew iju.llit\ OHMOM
"Wfc were not keeping the ball, especially in
the second halt,'' Totten Mid We had the nght
■ mon."
With tile shots either nonexistent or t]\ Int
high ovef the cnissbar, it seemed as though a 1-1
dnm might li.webecn the result However, the
IXikes caught a break in the 72nd minute when

Advertise with The Breeze

sophomore forward Kvle Morsink was pulled
down in the box by a Panther defender. After
initial confusion, the referee pointed to the penalty spot. Kurt Morsink calmly shot it past the
keeper and into the goal, giving IML its final 2-1
lead
The mark of a good team is it you can play
poorly and still get a result" Martin said V\.
w ea'n't on our A-game tonight."
"|But| we wen? lucky we got the three points.
We'll take it and move on."
|\U will hit the road next week tor its next
two games against Drvxel and Delaware. The
MOOT team returns home Oct. 6 to take on the
TribcofWilliam&Marv
GSU
JMU

01—1
11—2

Coals:

JMU- Mark Totten
GSU —Alberto Villarreal
JMU —Kurt Morsink
Saves: (GSU) Filipe Carvalho — 4. (JMU) Kevin
Irapp —2.
Records: GSU (0-741,0-1-01 JMU (h-1-0,1-CM)).
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public accounting firms located
Washington.

DC will be conducting interviews
on campus on Tuesday. October
17" for STAFF AUDITORS to
begin in Foil 2007. Apply through
ModisorTRAK by October 3rd
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2. Fresh read twice a week

Virginia Capital Semester

Wanted!

~*-t>

Make the most of your spring semester!

.I.issilietl-

Ambitious
Writers

. Sailboat pick-me-up

i ■

<II>'

The Breeze is looking for
responsible and ambitious students
who are interested in building a
portfolio, getting invaluable
journalism experience, and leaving
a legacy at JMU.

Experience all the drama of Virginia politics in the capital city during the excitement of a
legislative session while continuing your studies on a full-time basis through course work
taken at Virginia Commonwealth University
and earn a $1,000 internship stipend
The application deadline for Virginia Capital Semester is Oct. 1,2006. Visit www.vcu
edu/capitalstmtster tor more information and an application.

„.—___
5-11

vcu

If that's you, e-mail
breezeeditor@hotmail. com
for more information!
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NOW TAKING GROUP RESERVATIONS

* i3 2J O Furnished unit *
^ 3 0 S Unfurnished unit *

COME IN EARLY TO GET
ALL YOUR PREFERENCES MET!
540.801.0660
www.pheasantrun.net
321 Pheasant Run Circle
Monday - Friday 10am-5pm
Rental Rates do not include utilities

r

Tdtyartmmt & Limy Gjwk
TOfat 't lutide:
- Converted downtown budding
offers afternative living options
- Codegemama.comprovides
post-party clean-up fu(p
- ^ow to deal with your
roommates' significant
others

A
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WHAT'S INSIDE
5 - How to: Deal with your roomies's love
6 • Apartment living — downtown style

Students plan 2006-'07
on, off-campus housing
»\

Hall, exploring other cultures in Ashbv Hall, or relaxing in
the revamped hotel fOOflttOl R«Kkmgham Hall.

RAOIFI BISHOP

bating write

7 - Need a good roommate?

Whether you re looking to live on campua or ofl next
vear, it's about tune you started planning. It ian be COnfui

9 - Your mom away from mom

ing Irving to get things in order, so here's .1 little timeline

to nuke your Lire a bit eaater
10 - Fix a great "family" meal
11 - How to: Decorate your crib

Mid-October 2006 Stall looking at apartments and
houses if you're moving off campus. Ashbv ( rossing, tor
example, starts putting up listings and rental information
at the beginning ot October. And Ceette Property, which

STAFF
Jenessa Kildall
Alicia Stetzer
Matthew Stoss
Caite White
Evan Dyson
Lauren Pack
Kelly Fisher
Jill Yaworski

Oct. 4,200*> t heck out the Office of Off-Campus lift's
roommate mixer In lYanaitlone. it's a greet place to mart
roommatea tor next year*a dorms or apertmenti or find
people who are looking to niMet

Copy Editor

CopyEdtor
Editor in Chief
Managing Editor
Photo Editor
Art Director
A&E Editor
A&E Editor

rents ott campus houses, starts rvnting after Oct. 15. In all
apartments and houses, current residents get Mrst choice
before renting to the publu
Nov. 3, 2006. \isit the OCL Housing I air Ihev'll tell
you everything you need to know about off-campus housing, and representatives from student apartment iompiexei will be there
Late Fall 2006 Start thinking about which residence
hall you'd like to live in next year if you're living on
campus. Lxplore all the possibilities
then an- plenty
ot options Von ,,\n lr\ going substance-free in t onvme

JMU STUDENTS: TAKE $5 OFF FEES!
Visit the pro shop for JMU golf apparel!

PACKSADDLE
RIDGE

Winter Break 2006: Off-C ampua I lie suggests waiting
to sign leases until at least the end ot the semester. In the
meantime, make sure you KTIOM where you plan to live
and that vou ha\e all the inlormalion and documentation
you will need
January 2007: It's time to sign up for Oft-camPUS housing1 You'll get an e-mail about the process from the Office
of Residence Life, and around the end of the month you
can sign u^ online Don't be discouraged bv the wait list
main peODtB opt out of living on campus at the last
minute.
Spring 2007 \ov\ that you've Signed youi lease. It*!
time to get readv It you .ire living ott campus, algn Up
fur the Lniversit. Deposit Assistant Pmgram (for more
information, visit uiiap.fmu edu or ask at the Off-Campus
I ite office) and check into important details like paying
security deposits and setting up .able and electric bilk
Summer 2007: Make sure you've purchased a parking
permit if you need it, and start shopping tor decorations'
It you have ait) t|uestions or )ust want some help
figuring things out, stop by the OH-Campus Life office
in Warren Hall or check out the Web site at web.ftnu

eduhii

SWGON CAPS

\ GOLF CLUB

Don't waste your time
at a sub-par course.
Packsaddle Ridge Oolt Club is a public 18 hole golf
cours« located In the heart of the Shenandoah Valley

Monday ■ Saturday 11:30 am
Lunch Buffet: Monday ■ Friday 11:.

and is one of America's most spectacular new golf
courses. Packsaddle Ridge Golf Club in Keeiletown.
Virginia, only 15 minutes from JMU. will challenge
Nallenge
all types of goffers and overload your senses with
natural beauty. Call for a lee time today, at
540 269 B1 it or visit wimr.packuddle.net

PLAY TODAY'

Great Course. Great Price.
Call now: 540-269-8188

Noodle Soups
Pho
Vegetarian Dishes
Fresh Seafood
House Chargrille Special
and More

Voted one of the "TOP 100 Must-Play Courses of the Middle Atlantic,"
iVosh/nglon Go" Monthly 2004 2006

Rated among "America's Best New Golf Courses of 2003."
GolIDigeit
Ontrtpodto'iefc^M** Ha ****** to u* U"yMHPM"NW»<WW«* ^»C':.'./<W».-, .

Antique Mall; Rolling Hills shopping Center
WF. Market St. (Across fnmSktm rmn
r^rn
Harrisonburg, VJt22801
540-TO 5750

The Breeze wwwJhebreezextrg
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jNi-yndnja's +Nutritioussnacks
& trai1 x,s
v )®il&'|f'a,l^ Q
""
* Cheeses
-* (:/i0loluics

HarrisonbuTg's favoriu find!

1

SlOFF

with this coupon

( rain card, KCcptedl

Route 11 South in the ShenudMh I (cringe M.uk.t
Look Oiu for the WindalW

Need More Space?
LOFT BEDS
BUNK BEDS
HIGH RISE BEDS
CollegeBedLofts.com

(MWAS

Cell phone influx causes some
colleges to drop dorm landlines
can he traced t|iiiekly and

RIK*W

if* Baking Goods
and More!

25. 2006 I 3

Can you hear me now?

lb Candies

of $8.00 purchase

MONDAY. SKPT.

Mountain CoBegkm

FOR l COLLINS, Colo
— On din given da) its
■My to s|*it hundn'ds ot
students with .i u'll phone
^lucd to their r.ir MJIIV
students
the
can't live without them In
today*! last-paced world.
An explosion >>l cell phone
use h.is even led siniu' colleges around the countrv

to remove landllnea from
their dorrns ,ind 00 wire
less-onlv
At Colorado State University htmcMT. no such

plan to do away with landlines currvntl\ e«isi [he
primary oonctm: Safety
"tell phones .ire hard
to irate," atid Tat Hums,
( 5IJ s associate viOB president tor information and Information technolog]
b\
keeping landlines. a*"II call

easiK

Me explained that if
■Ofneone v>as hurl in une
ol the towers, the llH'me
tor-or-so trackine, abilit\ on
tell phonCfl would not he
adequate to eel help to the
person in trouhle quickl)
I his. he said, could be a
"hiif;e problem "
Offldah at Northern
( Olorado talked abOUl removing
landlines
from
their dorms, but hko i s(
also cited safety as the ^ hid
reason t..r keeping their
ground lines.
But not everyone, espe<
dally those from colleger
that have removed their
landlines. ejve the saletv
nm.em merit.
"Safety Ii a ludfcraui
reason not to use it'll
phones, said lean iM.md.
\ m1 presidenl tor Informs
tion to* hnolog]
sen l< es

at Mornsvilk- State College in New >ork "Phonea
have GPS trackers m them.
and people an1 more than
likely ^out^ to have their
cell phone on thorn when
in trouhle than be able to
make it to a larullino
lhe New \ork *«*T I * D*
issues cell phones to all
incoming students. The
policy is one that embraces

technology, Boland said
I his jnves students
more freedom, the) can call
tneiuls or tamik anytime
the] need to from wherever
the\ are on lantpus,' ho
said
i hi .i\ erage, nine out ot
lo Incoming college ireshmen In the l nited st.iios
have a cell phone when thev
arme at school m the (.ill.
according to ttxtutdlu
burns stressod that onl)
rHOSES, /wye 4

SAME DAY SERVICE!

VERY STUDENT
FRIENDLY
State Inspection <
Oil Change & Maintenance Services <

Rooted Elegance
\ilnrn your home with the rooted . I
id transformed bamboo,ceramic and stone
Hooted ftryor ■

Steering Suspension <

\ ii LAG! -

< I4H

Tune Ups, Alignment and Tires <
rmversily Blvd.
across from lhe Outback
Mon Prfc 7:30am <spm
Sat: Sam - 3pm

J
I Aim*

liuutu

Located in Gift & I'hnti
'31 \lt. Clinton Pike Harrisonburg

540433-4880

HAMUICHAI IS

(540) 432-6623

FAIRLY TRADED HANDICRAFTS FROM TEN THOUSAND VILLAGES
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PHONES: Campuses
favor student cell phones

*ae«w Mw „

IJ-.A SB, from page 3

Voted "Best Tattoos" by
JMU for Several Sears!
Autoclave Sterilization
Clean, Friendly Environment
Male and Female Artists

(540) 433-5612
200 South Ave.
(ncit to Luigi's, en the corner
of South Ave and High Street)

0

a handful <if colleges nationvMdr have made the conversion to wireless-only.
Ionic Miyamoto, communications director tor
Housing and Dining Services al CSU, said that
landhnes give students ,i
cheaper alternative to cell
phones. She also added thai
international students often don't have cell phones

and need landlines to make
calls.
But just like at L'NC, the
tnpn of removing landlines
from the dorms has come
up at CSU, and will be disCUMCd m the future, Miyamoto said
But whatever is ultimately decided, it's clear
students are increasingly
floating away from landline
us,> altogether and moving

toward wireless. It's a trend
that officials from both CSU
and UNC acknowledge.
Ryan Price has never
even used his landline
phone to make calls.
"lowest requires it for
getting Internet service,"
the senior said "I don't
even know the number. Because I have a cell phone, it
Hist s4i*ms hke I waste t>l
money."

Want to write for Arts &
Entertainment?
E-mail breezearts@hotmail.com
for more information

clip to enter • clip to enter

dip to enter • clip to enter

«■■■■■■!

PARTY HEADQUARTERS
• Costume
Rental

Costume o ,
Accessories
Makeup o
Wigse
Maskso
Funky Glasses o

Glen's Fair Price Store
227 N. Main St. • Harrisonburg • 434-8272 j
Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:00
Bring in this ad to enter for a
$50.00 Gift Certificate Drawing
by September 30th, 2006
ckp to enter • clip to enter • clip to enter • dip to enter
■

■■

■ ■ ■

■

■tv'.n ,i"

■

clip to enter • dip to enter
■ .n ■ 'i rrr*
s-r-

/£.

Smokiri
Pig Co.

BUY ONE
PORK BBQ
SANDWICH
FOR $3.69
AND GET
ONE FREE!
1 coupon per person.
Expires 10/09/06
Harrisonburg store only

.wmi
IMIHV IIAI«1

Get 50%
Off Any
1 Item
(Waffle cones extra)
1 coupon per person
Expires 10/09/06
Harrisonburg store only
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Two's company, three's a crowd
How to deal when your roommate's significant other practically lives with you
•Y

LAUREN LOU

contributing writer

If s been a long night
You've "hydrated" vourselt
enough, late night dialed everyone in your cell phone, and made
up new dance moves to convince
everyone that your chains do
hang km
You approach your dorm
room, key in hand, ready to
speed-dial Chanello's. As you get
closer, you hear the sounds of
what you can only imagine to
be a Discovery Channel special.
Puzzled, vou turn your key.
Within seconds, you realize
thai the Discovery Channel is
not, in fact, on I~V. Instead, your
roommate and her boyfriend are
to blame tor the noise
Apologetic, you quickly flee to
i our friend's nxim across the hall.
You feel awkward, embarrassed
and irritated.
It's happened to all of us at
one time or another. The question
is, how do you deal?
Senior Jennifer Matschke

your house means guys' night out
had an experience dealing with
all of a sudden your friend (km I
at B-[)ubs. It's to be a simpk' night
an uninvited guest — when she
care about the score of the game, but
returned to her room the morning of watching sports and downing
only about scoring with his girl
burgers and beer. Every week until
after a night out.
How do you deal?
now, the week your friend gets a
"A way to get through it is
Sophomore [eft |anes said, "I
girlfnend, it's been a tradition. Now,
with humor," Matschke said
lust bust his chops. If you lib anv
"It might be
guy
enough,
uncomfortable
he'll
usually
when you wake
come around
up and realImagine
ize vour room
this It's Sunday
has become a
morning at your
triple, but it'll
apartment lh.it
be a story to
not enh nie.ins
tell the grandthe weekend's
kids Also, havalmost
over,
ing a backpack
but for many
ready to go for
students, il ,ilso
.in earlv-mommeans it's house*
ing library sescleaning da)
sion is uselul in
You decide
avoiding awkto st.m with the
wardness when
kitchen, but are
the lovebirds
immcdiiitclv
wake up."
infuriated
at
Another scelh< si^ht of the
narios this one is
leaning tower of
hy MIMH wiMimii "UarpfcNDfrqpfcr
tor the guvs
dish ware in the
lfs Tuesday Suddenly gaining an extra roommate can sometimes create awk- sink. YOU don't
night which in ward situations In a dorm or apartment.
remember e.it-

ing those wings that have dned
on vour favonte plates or dnnking the contents of the cans that
an? now littenng the counter
After cleaning the mess,
you head for the bathroom. You
Instantly notice the toilet '•eat has
bean lett up, and alas, it looks like
someone missed their target
Who is this male intruder? Oh
wait, it's only your roommate's
boyfriend.
In this situation, senior
I h/.ibeth Williams s.ud communication is key
Whenever im roommates
have their bovtnends or tnends
Bta) over. I always let them know
it something ii becoming a pn»hlem. It's important to Speak Up, Of
you ma) be dealing with the same
situation ovet and over again,"
Williams said
Senior Amanda Havel BBJd,
"Being friend* with youi mommate's bovfnend helps a lot. Il
vou have a gm>d relationship v. ith
|him| it's not awkward telling him
to do Ins ihaie o( cleaning up
when he's over

Pheasant Run Townhomes

6er l?xtired

Call 801-0660
www.pheasanlnin.nel
or Nop hy 321 Pheasanl Run Circle
Monday • Friday 10am - 5pm

fj} View a map to our location on O ,L< -ok.On.Com
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Apartments offer refreshing view
of downtown Harrisonburg
Old factory space provides new living quarters for a lucky few
M Ll\l)SA\

CASALE

contributing writer
From the perspective nl a student
generall) confined to the all-Inclusive setting of on-campus living at
JML, it mav be easy to believe that
Harrisonburg revolves around the
campus and contains little more than
a 24-hour Wal-Mart. A clovr look into
the heart ot Harrisonburg provides a
n-treshing contradiction to this idea
I he city, stivped in historical tradition, has Nvn swept into a downtown
renaissance in the last tew yean. Many
buildings have been revitalized and
put to new use. including the City Exchange building, which has recently
n>opened as studio apartments
With all of the existing living options in Harrisonburg, one might wonder what the appeal of yet another
complex could be.
Building owner Andn'w Forward
said ot his decision to develop the
building. "My [business] partner Barrv
Kellev and I had an interest in finding
a building It presented a great Opportunity to develop, tilling a niche that
wasn't there."
The ( it'. Exchange building, located on West (,.iv Street, is .1 red-brick
stnictun1 with plent\ ot character and
lustun It was built in ll«)N and was
bought by the Wet/el Seed Compan)
in the 1930s

The flats, located on the second
and third tioors. vary between sso
and 1.21K) square teat and have one or
two bedrooms, depending on size. I he
monthlv rent also vanes according to
si/e and style, ranging from Sf>^> to
J950 I he apartments include amenities such as a dishwasher, refrigerator
and laundrv appliances. Some of the
unicjue design features include bamboo tioors, exposed brick walls and
wooden beams, which help maintain
the building's rustic quality.
rhe location of the Citv Exchange
apartments offers a fresh view of Harrisonburg s bustling downtown area,
a view Students living in other apartment complexes would not necessarily
be familiar with.

Students searching for a change of
pace from the more tvpical student living may also be interested in the apartments in City Exchange.
|MU alumna Erin Conlcv. creator of
the Facebtxtk group for City Exchange
building residents, "Wo I Ive m the
Flats," said, "I would s,i\ the building is
student-friendly for | those] who want to
spend a little more |monevj to get awav
from the typical apartment
Even though most of the residents
arv out tit college, " I here is absolutely
.1 sense of Community, and in some
w.n s it's like living in a residence h.ill
again." ( onlev said
Forward said. I think the building is

friendly for everyone; it has lots of safety features, and it is close to tin- school
and «rc.itrs a good environment."
I his open, friendly environment,
along with the central location, gives
the apartments a distinctive quallt)
I he owners said the) wen trving to reproduce a big-city feel in a small town
Forward said, "The building oilers some alternatives for people used
to these types ot living environments,
and we tried to create something we
would like to live in, too."
The push for the revitalization of
the City Exchange building came from
the Harrisonburg Downtown Renaissance, a nonprofit group. Eddie Bum-

ph«,*.b> hVANIftsir.
Above
dents.
Above
walls,

left: The City Exchange building on We«t Gay Street Is now open (or red
The one and two-bedroom apartments are on the second and third floors.
right and below: Rooms In the renovated seed plant feature exposed brick
among other features such as bamboo floors and wooden beams.

baugh, the executive director ot the organization, said, "TwoOf Harrisonburg
Downtown
Renaissance'!
highest
priorities an- to promote downtown
housing and the renovation ot historic
buildings ''
With a city constantly evolving and
growing, the downtown renaissance program maintains the importance of retaining vestiges of a lively and colorful past
"When people live downtown, they
contribute to making a more vibrant
downtown, because they are more

likely to work, shop, dine and enjoy
activities." Hiimhaugh said

With t he growing popularity of what
Bumbaugh relers to as upscale urban
living." the City Exchange building is
pioneering what may become a growing trend in downtown Harrisonburg.
Students looking for a more distinctive,
metropolitan place to live should look
to the City Exchange flats as a viable
option for off-campus housing.
For more information, check out the
building's Web site at cihfTxchangrflatsam.
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'Roommate wanted:
Non-smoker, non-ugly*
Ways to find a compatible roommate, without crossing the line of inappropriateness
BY KELLY MASON

contributing writer

You and a friend have just found a great apartment and you both arc really excited about it. There
is just one problem...it is has three bedrooms and
there are only two of you. Your other friends have
already signed up for apartments, so now what
do you do? How can you find a third roommate,
and how can you be sure the new person will be a
good match for you and your friend?
The problem may seem a bit overwhelming,
especially if you have certain characteristics you
are looking for in a roommate, but relax. There
are ways lo rid you of your fears and help you
find another roommate that will be a great match
without stooping to the level of, say, calling perfect strangers and asking how important personal
hygeine is to them.
A great place to start your roommate search is
with the Office of Off-Campus Life, which is located in Warren Hall next lo transitions, or you
can visit its Web site at webjimi.etlulocl.
One resource Ihe office provides is an online
message board. On the board, student! can post a
message slating lhat thev are looking lor ,1 roommate. Someone who is looking to sublease also
can post a message describing the type of environment they am looking lor. When you post the

message, you can decide how you would like to
be contacted, either by e-mail, phone or Instant
Message. There is a link to the message boards on
the OCL Web site
OCL also sponsors an annual rbommate mixer.
This year's mixer is on Wednesday. Od 4 at 5:30
p.m. in Transitions. Students looking for others to
live with can get to know each other and see if
they find someone they believe will make a good
roommate.
Amy Metacale, a graduate assistant working in
OCL, said. "The mixer is very successful if people
come and take advantage of it. Some people come
into the mixer and leave with a roommate.''
Before you make Ihe commitment lo live H ith
this new acquaintance, there are some things you
should do to get to know each other. Meet for
coffee, a meal or another activity whenever you
can; the more time vou spend with
per •
ith the persi
the better you will be able lo
assess your compatibility. Ask
them about themselves: their
study habits, preferred weekend activities and sleeping
habils tn see il vou have those

in Harrisonburg. In this guide, the office alto includes Information about roommates and M I) I to
live and get along together, llils year's housing
guide should be available by mid-October and
can be picked up at its office
Many individual apartment complexes also
host online message boards for the purpose of
finding roommates. If you have alread) signed a
lease on an apartment but are in need of another
roommate or two, ask Ihe property managers il
llns tool is available, as those interested in that
particular properly will most likely be eager to
find an available room to rent
Finding someone who matches well with
you and your other roommates can be a daunting task, but taking the time to tind the right
person will ensure thai your living situation
will be pleasant for everyone in your house or

lampus Li
n I v e r

S i c y

info

r m a t ion

characteristics in common
OCL produces a housing
guide that includes information about off-Campus housing

h> MIMH Ul Slllnll »,-«(/,» pluitxvx

Left: Eager to decide where to live next year, frethman Sarah Hawes gets
a Jump start at researching apartment complexes. The Office of Off-Campus Ufa offers a wide selection of pamphlets for students' use. Above:
OCL staff member senior Georgette Rood answers questions for students
like sophomore Brooke Melkle while on duty at the Information desk In
Warren Hall.
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The coolest gear for this school year
! and the best service on the planet
Want to do some research before you buy?
Visit our Info-rich website.
Begin at crutchfiaid.com/JMU. You'll find some special dealt for
JMU people You'll also find in-depth product info and links to a
multitude of helpful articles by our own experts. When making a
web purchase, use offer code 3A477 and get FREE shipping

'$*
i/

Join us at the stadium
Before select IMU football games, look for the
Crutchfleld/Kicker Polans Ranger ATV Enjoy the
outrageous audio/video system built by Kicker
and catch a free T-shirt fired from the onboard
.Cannon, supplies limited)

Want to see and hear the gear before you buy?
Drop by our new Harrisonburg store.
Let our friendly experts help you choose the gear that's right for you.
Get your car stereo installed by a pro.

Home, Car and Portable Audio ■ TVs ■ Digital Cameras

CRUTCHFIELD
Cloverleaf Shopping Center (109 S. Cartton St.) ■ (540)434-1000
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Your Mom away from Mom
Cleaning service
offers help for
busy students
■v MAKCOI CONNOR
contributing wrihtr
Mas the Southern hospitality in your home
turned ynur place into a Riant morning-after head
■die? Too stressed about scruml to dean up your
act? Are you just law? Not a problem, CollegcMama
t leaning Service can clean up your meSS
CothgeMamaiom is the first cleaning service to
provideJMU with I readv and-svillmg stall that will
tome to sour apartment or dorm room and clean
everything lor you — just like Mom used to. Ser\ Icea .ire avaUabk as a one-hme deal, but semester
packages ant upturns as well for students who nevei
want to clean again.
The Web site and cleaning service was created b)
the founders »>t flllasTifyiiwi. seniors Shj Pahlevani,
Patrick Cessld) and Coffin O'Brien rhe idea stemmed
inwn the rvoccumng pntblem ol post-parts morning
messes.
\s a xTMev operated by students, the creators ran
nelate ho the vomit m"d -'"d Solo cups that decorate
many norm's after a great weekend. Although their
sen ice specializes m poet-party clean up. it is ,ilso

helpful because ot the typical hectic allege lifestyle
that doesn't allow much time tor students to clean their
dorms rooms or apartments when thev desperatelv
need to be cleaned.
College Ma ma's services includes JML dorm
nxims and suites as well as off-campus apartment
bathrooms, common areas and kitchens. Pahlevani
said the estimated cost of a one time complete cleaning of a typical Forest Hills Manor apartment, for
example, would cost $165. A thonmgh list of the
businesVs normal cleaning service and respective
prices for each room can he found on the Web site,
including various forms ot dismfethng, scrubbing,
vacuuming and dusting, but the business also will
do customized cleaning tor its customers
And yes, they'll even do your laundry-.
I hat's nght, a laundry service complete with
pkkup and delivery is the newest feature on CollegeMamacom, with more details aiming soon
If you are worried abuut security, CotlegtMiima
COM assures its customers that it is ,i student-run
service with professional cleaning quality thai reBpeCtS the privacy Ot ItS customers Customers are
welcome to remain at home while their dorm or
apartment is being .-leaned or are free to leave if
tlies feel Comfortable enough to do so. I he terms
ol service and privaC) agreement are listed on the
Web site
Whether you are t*m busy, too |az) or just miss
Mom doing everything tor sou, CouVseManaLom
will meet all of vour college cleaning needs
Make >\n appointment at the Web site, and don't
forget to check "yea* t*>r a mint on your ptUovi
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Throw a banging
party, the safe way
■Y

AiiciA STFTZER
senior writer
Once students move ott campus, many are eager to throw a
Cray party — one they know
they will be remembered by
for years lo come. As freshmen,
most ol us Msited our lair share
of soirees, and we often feel like
reluming the favor to the university that MI gradoualy entertained us.
What many don't know,
however* are the rules everyone
should know in order to throw
a party that is safe and will not
get anyone into trouble. Here
are some suggestions, compiled
from an Information pamphlet
provided by the Hafrlaonbursj
Police IX'partment
Notify your neighbors of
the impending party. Ask that it
thev have a complain) regarding
the parts, thes notits you first
before contacting the police
Register your party with the
police department. Doing so
Will ensure the police will phone

your apartment as | hrst warning, rather than immediatels
breaking up the party and Issuing citations
Check your apartment's occupancy limits. Mans complexes have a sign on the inside of
the front door to ensure there's
no confusion; if a party gels out
of hand and the capauts is over
the limit, you could be in viola
tion ot vour lease agreement
Be aware of who is consuming the alcohol you purchase.
All kegs must be registered to
someone Q\ er the age of 21, and
that person must be present at
all times. If police officers tind
Bnyone under |he age of 21 that
lias consumed alcohol, the owner svill be .barged vsith aiding
underage consumption
Call the police for help if
the party gets out of hand. Offioers is ill be dispatched, and
those that are basing the parts
will not be charged.
rhrowing .i parts can be exciting, Hist make sure to be sate
and tolloss the rules

SHD (n) simple, convenient, the easiest
way to travel. Also see easy, competitive.
See us at the Student Fair September 12, 2006
540.234.8304
www.flyshd.com
SHENANDOAH

VALLEY

AIRPORT

"No place so close, can take you so far."
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'You cook, 111 clean'

a World of Good
Thrift Shop

Roommates share kitchen duties and
engage in routine 'family dinners'
■>

ADAM

Lowr

mtributing writer

Furniture, Desks, TVs, Home Appliances, Designer Clothing
and much more!

PdrthoMol us living oil
cssnpus, there comes i time,
often several Umta s day,
when we gel hungry and
want to eat. I he problem is
that most ol the good food
out there requires ingrcdients. ,1 recipe "t some sort,
and perhapaeven s chd
SeenU simple enough.
right? But why have tour
hotuematea prepare lour
individual meals when one
person can |ust ,is eastl)
cook for the mtire houae?
Perhaps your houaeoute
has rrmembea'd that you
MSd to eat tOO, and he or
she has taken the Initiative
to make BOOM extra tor \ou
the n-st o> your houaematei
I his has noM become .1
' t.imik' meal, a wr\ crucial

rTll
731 Mt. Clinton Pike
Hamsonburg, VA 22802
540.433.8844
fax 540.433.5037
www.giftandthrift.org
Proceeds support Mennomte Central Committee, an antnacist, anti-sexist
organization committed to fostering hope and reconciliation in a broken world.

alternative to campus Good
Family meals arc really am meal where most
housemates, il not all. are
present and maybe even
Bitting across from one another at a table But there's
still the issue ot who COOld
and who buyi the ingredients especially when there
is a good chance that some
ol your roommates have
yet tograduare beyond Hot
I\H kets. ESS) M,i« and Rameti noodles.
Many houses an- fortunate enough to have multipie.hels H ho can take turns
cooking Senior Keith hi
ppu said, "I do the cooking
and someone else dovs the
cleaning When ■orneone
else COOkfl dinner, I'm very
plsssecL because I probabk
would he eating Hamburger Helper otherwise

Bui who pays tor the
mgrvdients. the cook or the
eaters? Some cook with lnf/ecbentsthey bought themselves, borrowing from others when the necessity srisSS,
M hile other houses use more
communal shopping methods, 'We have an open
kitchen," said senior Sarah
Molon "You buy whatever
food vou (eel like and we
all slum- I hen we alternate

who cooks on Sundays
Sometimes these family
meals .ire as spontaneous
■is He\. I'm making some
grilled
cheese,
anyone
else want one1' or maybe
they're a planned occurrence lik*' at Moton'S house
No matter M hat the OCCS
sum. these meals .ire a great
time to wind down, put the
bookeawa) andsnfo) some
home-cooked food.

rinerrentals.com

myHmiok
Roosevelt Square
4 bedrooms
2 balht
furnished
-located across Irom
Memorial Hall

College Station
4 bedrooms
■1 baths
3 level rondos
washer/dryer
-furnished

liberty Street
3 bedrooms

1.5 boths
nice back patio
walk to campus
-water included

540-438-8800

Mi

Midison Minor

1,2,3. 8 4 bedroom
units
laundry on site

2 bedrooms
2 privole baths
fireplace
pool & tennis court
on bus route

walk to campus
-affordable pricing

£>

HZ
Hunters Ridge
C 0 ■ d * s I Townhomes
4 bedrooms

2 baths

Westport Village
-4 bedrooms
-i baths
furnished

top floor units

Various Houses
Devon lone
Townhomes
3 bedrooms
3 lull bathrooms
-3-story lownhome

Prices slarl ol S225 per bedroom

4 7 bedrooms
older homes with
many updoles
ALL locoted within
? miles ol compos

Individual and group leases available

The Dick House
I S 2 bedroom
oporlminls
■woler included
-short walk to campus
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f West Side
Barber Shop
& Styling Salon

in

TOWN
635 W. Market St. I nit C

540.442.6722
www.wcttifcklwbm.eoni
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Room Decorating 101
Making your new space feel like home, for any budget
B\ AlMM I.OWF
t>ntribiittn$ Writer

BEST CUTS

wwwJhebttezextrg |

Like an artist's canv,is, a dorm mom or
an apartment has potential to be anything
vnu and your mommates want it to be.
But how many ol us have sat down heti m
we moved in and considered such details
as themes. Ien>" shin or ,1 color seheme?
Maybe you had the foresight to t.iik
with your r\H>mmate about how the space
should look. Stnlor Milarv Pauli. who is
in her MOOnd year of living off campus.
otters this. id\ ice "Choose a color scheme
that everyone can agree on first. Then it's
easier to pick out items, furniture (and]
decorations amund thon color-.
Many ol us still use the things we got
thi»se preaous tew weeks bet ore freshman year. Hev. if it ain't broke, don't hx
it. Maybe you're of the philosophy that
"what's theirs is theirs'what's mine is
mine," but the resulting decor might entail a di« hotomv so apparent it looks like
the "Batman" villain Iwo-Kace was your
interior decorator, lor those who aren't
satished with clashing styles, thrre arcstill more things to think about.

senior David Allen said he opts tor
rltinena over aesthetics aj ,, second vear RA, a ver\ important consideration
tor n'sidence-ha!l living. "I think the ke\
to room decoration is to build something that saves space and clears ||unk|
bom other spaces. Hutches are the best
product anv student OMI have, prrtrrabK
with bookshelves.'' he said
Some choose theme OVtT practicality,
one option being decorations (mm secondhand or thntt stores. or perhaps tVM
anticjue malls. And sure, these items an*
classy, histoncal conversation pieces, but
remember to check for that funny smell
that seems to accompany pn'vioush
owned items
Perhaps your bank account allows
you to create a high-tech-themed nntm,
complete with a tlat-sen-en IV, XBox,
Stereo surround sound, game chain and
til the other elements that make up the
pUoe lobe Or you might be a minimalist

that only needs sn Oriental rug to mil)
He the nnim together
Whatever vour Style m,iv be, there's
always something out then- tor "OU and
your roommates

l \ \s nvsos photo fdttoi
Simple items like this yard-sale find make a major difference In an otherwise bland room.

m&m&

fSpecialt;»/» with in-home parties, lingeru «.
lotions, laughter and Jim.

MORE HOUSING CHOICES
We understand youi mods foe In insj spa* ■
This is wh> wooffei more choices so that you
can make Ihc righi decision for your housing noeda.

lotions
body wears
sensual aid

www.OrfCampusHoiising.coni
• I limii i s Kitl^c
• Duke < ..ir 11, iis

• Mudison (inrdt-ns
• Mudison Terrace
• Mountain View 11• i-.■ 111--

• Mudison Manor
• Mudison Squurt-

• Country flub Court
• Hi Mill l.ailf I

IINV

III

I ■.

• Grace Street Apartments

a* novelties
Call Georgi Wilson til
540 433-1001 oi 540 271-2773
/" botkyoa tex) /"iity today.1

•Gingerbread lloust-

434-5150

• <"iiy Exchange
• < i«11• ■::>■ Station

• Selection of Hornet
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Ashby Crossin
Home Sweet Home
Swimming Pool
Jacuzzi
Basketball Court
Indoor Fitness Center
Sand Volleyball Courts
Tennis Court
Game Room
Business Center
Tanning Bed

1/4 Mile to Campus
On the JMU Bus Line
Pet Friendly
Roommate Matching

EVERYTHING YOU
\\l£\\ II r^ UA/LTQ KJBEr\
WUULLJ CVtlK INtltSLJ

24 Hour Emergency Maintenance

Full Size Washer and Dryer
Microwave
Dishwasher
fcemaker
Fully Furnished

